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Abstract 
 

This study observes and discusses online interactions realized between political actors and 

other users accounts during an electoral campaign. The aim of this study is to decode social 

contagion traces of messages shared by Turkish leading politicians and political parties with 

their online audiences, using asymmetrical social media website Twitter. Both quantity and 

content of politicians’ messages are representative of their political campaigns reflecting to 

social media and voters who use the same tools as them can also express retaliation towards 

their communication. In this study, like behavior on Twitter is identified as representative of 

appreciation and retweet behavior is identified as representative of adoption of an idea in 

relation to social contagion theory. The objective is to find out, compare and analyze voters’ 

behaviors towards different kind of messages according to their quantity and content nature.  

By this study, it will be possible to answer some questions; such as how much interaction is 

generated on Twitter by chosen political accounts, are voters getting into more interaction 

with positive or negative affirmations, which are the main subjects that voters are getting 

into more interaction and what are the tendency of voters to show appreciation or adoption 

of ideas on Twitter during the pre-election phase in Turkey.  

 

 

 

 

Keywords: Twitter, tweet, politician, complex social contagion, electoral campaigns, social 

networks, spread of messages. 
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I. Introduction 

 

Social media sites have become an important mean of communication to address crowds 

and to spread a message, an idea or an argument during electoral campaigns. Politicians of 

today use personal or organizational social media accounts heavily during electoral 

campaigns to interact with voters (Criado et al. 2012, p. 220). A number of researches have 

been conducted on politicians use of social media and by some of them, the importance of 

online political communication in terms of developing democratic and egalitarian 

environment (or public sphere in Raymond, 1999, p. 2-7 and Grant et al. 2010, p. 2) for 

each party (electorate and elected) has been analyzed (Freelon, 2010, p. 2). Metzgar and 

Maruggi (2009) have documented in their study that transportation of a campaign message 

to online media creates the possibility of replying promptly to discussions and to 

disseminating a political expression to the group of people which is the most interested to 

discussed subject. In other words, differentiating from the mass media means such as 

television or newspaper, political discussions on social media gives more opportunities to 

alternative subjects with crowds interested in more alternative arguments or specific 

promises before an election. Therefore, according to Metzgar and Maruggi again, political 

discussions on online media generate different rates of interest to some subjects than 

expected and also they generate equal opportunities for different candidates coming from 

different political views and different level of political strength (Metzgar et al. 2009, p. 13). 

Political campaigns’ reflection to social media has a lot to offer as a research subject, it 

brings up a very different approach then reflections to traditional media.  

Even thought Internet usage for political expression, criticism on political issues were 

widely opposed and occasionally banned by Turkish government in the last few years; 

politicians who stood for constituency during the general elections in 1st of November 

2015, who are representing both the governing party and other political parties from the 

opposition have often used their Twitter accounts to address voters or their competitors in 

elections. Politicians and political parties social media usage is subject to discussion also in 

daily life and in traditional media. This subject sometimes becomes the news itself or it 
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becomes even the political discussion subject itself. There is a good example of political 

social media usage of political actors becoming news in traditional media in one of the 

most long-established newspapers website, published before elections in 1st of November 

2015 which compares political parties Facebook and Twitter activities to each other with 

diagrams (Agency, 2015). These kind of news articles give an idea about that social media 

usage of political actors is an important subject to discuss, alongside with the research 

showing their influence.  

The number of Turkish Twitter users is estimated to be around 12 million people 

(Aljazeera, 2014), with more than 7.6 million active users over voting age 18 in Turkey 

according to measurement made by an independent company (Appendix IV. and V.), 

28,61% of online presumably voters in Turkey are using Twitter (see Appendix IV and 

Chapter II. for more details). However, Turkish government has banned many websites and 

social media sites in last years, including Twitter, for several period of times usually for 

political reasons. Thus bans and censorships applied to Twitter by the government in the 

last few years didn’t seem to reduce the appeal of this platform for 12 million and counting 

users. This study goes into detail about the usage of social media site twitter.com by 

Turkish political actors, political institutions in relation to stickiness of their messages to 

the voters and further discusses social contagion in a field where many censorship and ban 

have been executed in recent years by the government. 

In this work, I want to decode and read into social contagion of messages of a number of 

leading politicians and their party accounts that stood for constituency in the general 

elections realized in 1st of November 2015, using Twitter conversations between political 

actors and other users. In order to detect social contagion, this study observes information 

collected from twitter.com and looks into appreciation and adoption of politicians’ 

messages (so called ‘tweets’) by other Twitter users interacting with them.  
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I.I. Social Contagion Theory 

Social contagion theory has its roots in the ban of the book “The Sorrows of Young 

Werther” by Goethe, first published in 1774 that presumably caused the spread of suicides 

in Europe, which happened around the same dates (September, 1774) that the book was 

published (Scherr et al. 2011, p. 2-5). Even though the book is available today and not 

causing any contagion of suicidal attempts, nor infecting people with dangerous ideas, the 

idea behind the ban at the time can still be discussed and maybe sensed. Thus the theory of 

social contagion, which states that behaviors, beliefs and acts can spread in clusters of 

people, like infections in a physiological body, has been proven by contemporary 

researchers (Marsden, 1998). Sometimes a one-time contact to the infectious attitude or 

behavior by media (such as the book of The Sorrows of Young Werther”) is enough for 

contagion of one and by this phenomenon a large number of people can slightly alter ideas, 

attitudes, emotions or acts (Phillips, 1974. and Marsden, 1998). This approach that ideas, 

behaviors, beliefs can spread just like infectious germs defines social contagion theory and 

helps this study to raise questions about social media usage (Hill et al. 2010, p.1).  

I want to also give the definition of the word contagion for its use in this work in order to 

eliminate possible bias as early as here in introduction section. The word ‘contagion’ 

basically means, “with (con) - touch (tagio)” and comes from Latin, expressing 

transmission of a disease by touch or by close contact (Contagion etymology, 2015). 

According to Oxford dictionary (2015) contagion can clearly define a spread of a theory or 

an idea, which is the aspect used in this study. By these definitions, it can be understood 

that the particles that causes the contagion can be physical bodies such as viruses or 

microbes or on the other hand non-physical; abstract thoughts or behaviors; like an idea or 

a manner that might hold on to existence in others minds.  

In research, social contagion is often named emotional contagion or behavioral contagion 

too, also showing the slight difference between emotional or behavioral indicators to 

examine in social sciences in terms of social contagion. Details about this resolution are 

given in the literature review section. Briefly; emotional contagion and behavioral 

contagion can also be seen as parts of social contagion according to Marsden (1998). 

Emotional contagion defines dissemination of thoughts, feelings and state of minds; as is 
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understood behavioral contagion defines dissemination of behaviors, acts by contact to 

contagious manner (Phillips, 1974, p.340; Marsden, 1998). Two simple examples of 

emotional or behavioral contagion are feeling angry towards similar things like others or 

social smoking by affect of people that are being encountered by the altered subject. Both 

of those research areas represents interesting and important concepts and might lead to 

discovery of methods to spread positive emotions or behaviors in societies such as good 

mood, being more tolerant, using condoms, quitting smoking or drinking alcohol and 

choosing a healthier life style, etc. (Aral et al. 2012, p. 2). Therefore, social contagion 

theory is an interesting theory to work with. It can give the opportunity to engineer the 

spread of positive acts or ideas, and also it is the theory which is used to analyze online 

conversations on Twitter of Turkish political leaders and Twitter users in this work. This 

study wants to hold a light to the spread of political actors messages on social media users 

in terms of ideas, approaches, state of minds just before the elections when voters have to 

make up their minds about their most prominent democratic right: to vote in elections. In 

other words, this study looks into the potential of emotional contagion that the political 

actors may have spread just before elections and behavioral contagion of spreading the 

same message.       

 

 

I.II. Using of Twitter? 

Twitter is a known global microblogging site used heavily in Turkey. Details about 

audience measurements and demographic of twitter.com users in this geography will be 

given in following chapters. Since its launch in 2006, it is a social media site used mostly 

for information teasers in short messages for any purpose; it is very much adapted to online 

news sharing for commercial and non-commercial aims and follow up current agendas 

(Tumasjan et al. 2010, p. 178). The site has 320 million active users around the globe 

(About twitter, 2015).  

Twitter has many functions and also a whole usage terminology for itself but in the 

background chapter, only the functions that are base to the quantitative and qualitative data 
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for this study are defined in detail. In the methodology chapter, the process about how the 

accounts have been chosen is explained. Twitter is used to collect political messages in this 

study because of its egalitarian, borderless and opened usage (Aragón et al. 2013, p. 1) 

where all content published by any registered user can be reached by any other registered 

users, except a few private accounts (more details can be found in the literature review).  

 

 

I.III. Choosing and Studying the Twitter Accounts  

In order to choose Twitter accounts to analyze, this study first tries to take into 

consideration if the politician or the political organ stated online really holds the account or 

not. Twitter has a functionality called verified accounts. It declares to users that the 

accounts, which have gone through their control process are proven to be held by the 

person or institution which is stated by profile information provided (Faqs about verified 

accounts, n.d.). Secondly, it discusses if the account is representing a leading politician, 

representing an important role in actual political arena or a political organization such as a 

political party leader. Finally, it discusses if the account has enough interactions or if the 

account publishes enough content in order to create a spread between users of Twitter. By 

so, if it creates enough data to determine whether or not any social contagion could occur. 

The methodology chapter goes into all details about account selections. 

Using politicians tweets as qualitative data and revealing them into quantitative data of 

many layers, this study conducts analysis of spread of messages and comparisons for those 

tweets for a number of different aspects that develops an overall view to discuss. To collect 

data a timeframe of one week just before the elections has been chosen to be able to 

analyze every message in depth. 
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I.IV. Revealing Quantitative Data from Twitter Interactions  

For the layers of quantitative data, all collected tweets from all chosen accounts and their 

distribution is analyzed. Afterwards, numbers of retweets (resend of a sent message on 

Twitter, for further information see Chapter. II.) and numbers of likes (marking a message 

‘liked’ on Twitter) of each tweet sent by chosen politicians is analyzed. Twitter itself 

explains how retweets and likes work and what do they mean for and within the 

community of users (Twitter, 2015).  Like and retweet behavior on Twitter is explained in 

the background chapter (p. 20-21). 

Later on, negative and positive affirmations are compared. For positive affirmations, this 

study considers any kind of statement that expresses positive thoughts, feelings and 

behavior such as hope, happiness, good wishes, congratulations, expressions of gratitude 

and positive promises to the readers, or in this occasion, voters. For negative affirmations, 

this study considers all kinds of sharp criticisms towards other politicians or event, all 

negative wishes for anyone, all comments about negative aspects of the countries agenda, 

all pessimistic statement about countries democratic, economical or social situation. There 

are also many messages, so called tweets, which cannot be categorized as negative or 

positive because of their very nature, examples of those neutral tweets will be shown in 

Chapter V.  

After those layers described in the previous paragraphs, another distinction was made for 

tweets’ contents, defined as main subjects. The main and common subjects of tweets 

contents clustered and formed up a short list of heavily discussed issues. In other words, if 

there are a number of tweets talking about a specific or similar subject and if this subject is 

discussed by many of considered accounts, this situation represents an opportunity to 

compare messages about this similar subject in expressions of different political actors.  

It has to be noted that revealing quantitative and qualitative data from Twitter interactions 

for a specific time period and planning this study of research before hand is an experimental 

study. Therefore predefining data layers, amount of messages for each data layer and 

predefining content of messages was not possible. After the experimental study of data 

collection was conducted both quantitative and qualitative results were revealed during and 
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after this collection. Simultaneously while the data generated, the list of main subjects were 

prepared, as well as negative or positive affirmations were listed. The subjects that emerged 

during that phase were presumed to be public matters that are often discussed in the political 

arena such as economy, education, workers rights and democracy. However the final content 

is still the result of an empirical study. Further explanation and definitions about the 

empirical study is given in methodology section, Chapter IV.      

The purpose of creating data layers is to reveal conclusions for appreciation or adoption of 

ideas and thoughts of this specific case of Twitter users. By data layers it will be possible to 

analyze each and every subject matter for its own effect of contagion and also compare 

negative and positive affirmations contagiousness according to social contagion theory. At 

the end of this study, the aim is to answer research questions stated in the section below. 

 

 

I.V. Research Question and the Aim of the Study 

The aim of this study is to discuss and decode social contagion traces of messages shared by 

Turkish leading politicians with their online audiences, using social media website Twitter, 

during the week before general elections in 1st of November 2015 in Turkey. Both context 

and the content of politicians’ messages are representative of their political views. Voters 

who use the same tools as them can also express retaliation towards politicians’ messages 

and the possible contagion of politicians’ views, which can probably affect voters’ 

approaches to the same subjects with similar views or similar emotions. The objective is to 

find out, classify and analyze voters retaliations towards politicians’ views shared on Twitter 

according to social contagion theory. 

Twitter as a microblogging site is widely used to discuss political agendas by different 

parties, rendering the society, and recent related research shows that the deliberation, which 

occurs on social media. If analyzed deeply, this deliberation might be reflecting political 

scenery of a country and might be reflecting even current offline political scenery (Tumasjan 

et al. 2010, p. 180). Without discussing whether or not this is the ultimate case in Turkey 
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before the elections in November 2015, this study aims to investigate how politicians and 

political parties themselves are using the possibilities of this tool, said to be so powerful by 

researchers (Tumasjan et al. 2010), to express their own deliberations and how the audience 

the political actors could respond to them. 

By this study we will be able to answer some questions, within the limitations of selected 

accounts and timeframe such as; how much interaction is generated on Twitter by the chosen 

political actors, if voters are getting into more interaction with positive or negative 

affirmations, which main subjects are attracting the voters to get into more interaction and 

what kind of tendency the voters show appreciation to (by liking) or adoption of ideas (by 

retweets) in Twitter by decoding social contagion of the selected political actors’ tweets 

during the pre-election phase in Turkey.  

This study is motivated to accomplish the goal to understand the stickiness, in other words 

the eventuality of adoption and appreciation, of politicians’ tweets according to their nature 

of content before elections (see Romero et. al 2011 for more on stickiness). This study aims 

to realize the aspects below and to answer following research question: 

• Differ and compare reflections to politicians and political organizations tweets with 

negative or positive affirmations.  

• Compare stickiness of different common subjects in question by political accounts 

for Turkish speaking Twitter users. 

• Reveal conclusions about Turkish politicians’ Twitter usage before general elections 

of 2015 in terms of content and social contagion between other Twitter users. 

 

How are Turkish politicians and political parties using Twitter during the pre-election 

period before November 2015 and what are the reactions they are receiving from the 

audiences using social media that they can reach according to content and amount of 

their messages? 

To answer this research question, Chapter V. of results and analysis will look into different 

aspects of collected data by this order; amount of messages, comparison of positive or 

negative affirmations in messages, ratio of media files usage in messages and rebound of 
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different subjects that messages talk about. Each and every aspect will be discussed in terms 

of stickiness occurred on online audiences. 

 

 

I.VI. Thesis Structure 

This work is composed of six main chapters starting by an introduction chapter that presents 

and defines the road map of this thesis. Later on, there is a background chapter which aims 

to help reader to have a basic understanding of the problem areas and understanding of 

current and previous agenda about the subject of this work. It is followed by a literature 

review chapter that gives an overall presentation of previous studies about political 

communication on social media and social contagion as theory in the offline and online 

world. Chapter IV. is the chapter that examines all collected data and clears out questions 

about methodology and analyses. Chapter V. represents results of analysis that are made and 

discusses the findings. Finally, the conclusion is presented as chapter 6, it sums up and 

concludes the study and raises questions for future research. All complementary information 

such as references that are used and the data presented on appendixes are added at the end of 

this study.  
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I. Background  
 

This chapter intends to draw a frame presenting the situation around Internet usage, 

Twitter’s usage and demographics of users in Turkey, discussing it with political 

occurrences around Twitter and censorship applications around both Twitter and Internet 

overall. Twitter and censorship on Internet in Turkey will be discussed since this has been 

part of the news agenda both inside and outside the country in recent years. Different parts 

of this background chapter aim to explain correlations between censorship and social 

contagion related to the political agenda and the social media site Twitter within the context 

of this study. Overall in this background chapter, the current field where the empirical part 

of for this study is conducted will be described. 

 

 

II.I. Background about Internet Usage and Social Media Usage in Turkey 

The usage of digital platforms such as social media sites in Turkey where users can freely 

express their thoughts have been a common topic of discussion in relation to politics 

because of enforced censorship acts by the Turkish government and questioned democratic 

expression right (Akdeniz et al. 2008, p. 3-43, Verkamp et al. 2012 p. 1). Social media usage 

is an important aspect for discussions in Turkey because Turkish Internet users are relatively 

large in numbers as a percentage in comparison to the total population and also these 

percentages are still on a fast growth trend (figure I, p. 17).  

Turkish Statistical Institute, a governmental organization, is running a survey on ICT usage 

ranging weighed data for all private households in Turkey, every year in April, including 

sampled and weighed data for individuals aged 16 to 74 and children aged 6 to 15. Sampling 

for this study is made in two stages, first dividing the territory into 100 household blocks 

and secondly to collect data from one example of each block, using a systematic selection 

method. Here, we will have a brief look at this data for a general overview of Turkish 

Internet usage in the last nine years (Turkey State Institute of Statistic, 2015). According to 
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this study of the Turkish Statistical Institute (TSI), the individuals between ages 16 to 74 

which use internet ‘almost every day or at least once a week’ was 39,5% of population in 

the first quarter of 2013, yet this ratio has been raised to 44,9% in the first quarter of 2014 

(Turkey State Institute of Statistic, 2014) and yet again raised to 55,9% in the first quarter of 

2015 which is also supported with the graphic shown below in figure I. TSI declares that 7 

out of 10 households in Turkey have Internet access and social networks usage takes first 

place among activities done on Internet. 94,2 per cent of Internet users uses Internet 

regularly (Turkey State Institute of Statistic, 2015). Looking at these figures, it is possible to 

say that a large part of the population in Turkey goes online regularly and also uses social 

media sites. It is also possible to say that this proportion is growing fast by 13% between 

first quarters of 2013 and 2014 and by 24% between first quarters of 2014 and 2015.  

 

Figure I. - Households with fixed or mobile Internet access In Turkey between years 2007 to 

2015 and Internet & computer usage of 16 -74 age group. (Turkey State Institute of Statistic, 

2015). 
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II.I.I. Turkish Twitter Audience and Users’ Outlook 

To develop an understanding of user demographics on the Internet and on Twitter in Turkey, 

this study will be using comScore data which is a private, independent company founded in 

1999 in USA, that operates by measuring audience breakdowns of digital media in 43 

different countries where one of them is Turkey (Comscore, 2015). comScore uses different 

methods to collect data about audiences; one of them is digital inductive method, similar to 

many public opinion survey companies, by which a carefully selected sample of Internet 

users are tracked by a software. The software is set up to subject’s personal computer, runs 

each time the computer is connected to Internet. This software collects Internet usage data of 

any tool (for example a browser) or application (for example an instant messaging service) 

used to connect to Internet or any website visited along with the demographical breakdown 

data of the subject of these surveys. Another method used by comScore is placing pieces of 

codes in partner websites which tracks usage of partner websites and carefully reflect it to 

the total populations digital usage numbers by statistics. comScore data is trusted by many 

companies operating on Internet and is objective for any website (Comscore). This is why 

this section will be trying to identify Turkish Internet and Twitter users on the following 

paragraphs using this data.  

Looking at the total number of individual and unduplicated (unique) Internet users by 

country in October 2015, for the ages over 18, using only personal computers and non-

mobile devices, Turkey is on the 10th place by 26.771.414 unique users between 43 reported 

countries (see Appendix II. for complete data of multi-country key measures report 

according to unique visitors). This number represents 35,3% of the total population, even 

though many subjects are filtered from this data as mentioned above, such as excluding 

mobile users and excluding people under age of 18. Supreme Electoral Council of Turkey 

gives the number of voters as 53.741.838 just before elections in November 2015 (Supreme 

Electoral Council of Turkey, 2015). So, the total number of individual and unduplicated 

Turkish Internet users which are most likely to be eligible to vote are 49,81% of total voters 

in country (details about so-called multi-country comScore data can be found on Appendix 

II). This indicates on that online media is widely used in the country before elections in 1st 
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of November 2015 and the unique users base of Internet represents a wide portion, almost 

half of voters available to study for researches related to elections and online media usage.  

To complete the background frame about Turkish Twitter audience and users outlook, the 

same data can be filtered to Twitter.com users only and can also be broken down to audience 

metrics. Starting with filtering the data into only Twitter users: the data in Turkey in October 

2015, over 18 years of age are 7.660.325 people and this number puts Turkey to 4th place 

within the listed countries after United States, Japan and United Kingdom (see Appendix III. 

for the complete list). Another very considerable aspect is Twitter’s reach to online voters 

(in this case people over 18 years old), in comparison to the total number of Internet 

audiences in between all reported geographies: to see that we can look again to comScore 

multi-country key measures report sorted by online populations reach where Turkey is in the 

second highest place by 28,61% of online presumably voters using Twitter (see Appendix 

IV.) In other words, after Japanese users, Turkish Internet users have more tendencies to use 

Twitter; the site reaches proportionally more people in Turkey than other countries.  

According to data shown in previous paragraphs; Twitter.com is a popular website with 

28,61% reach of 49,81% of total Turkish voters going online during the month before the 

elections and this data accommodates and harmonizes with the governmental organization 

TSI’s data presented in the section above. According to these calculations above, voters 

using Twitter in Turkey are around 1/8 of total number of voters in the country (28,61% 

from 49,81% of all voters) 

A more detailed look to Twitter’s usage can be added by continuing with looking at the data 

of twitter.com in comparison to other websites in the country and breaking it down to 

audience metrics. Again within the same limitations, which are individual and unduplicated 

Internet users over 18 years of age, in Turkey, in October 2015 twitter.com takes the 13th 

place by its 7.660.325 unique visitors number in between 5414 websites reported during that 

month (see Appendix V.).  

To sum up, it is reasonable to say that Internet is considerably used in Turkey according to 

different data sets and the online portion of the population has shown a trend of growth with 

a considerable interest to social media sites including twitter.com (Turkey State Institute of 
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Statistic, 2014 and 2015, also see Appendixes II. to VI.). That reflects a large base to study 

for this work because Twitter can be seen as a largely used social media site for interaction 

in proportion to population before the elections to discuss public matters. Almost half of 

Turkish voters access Internet and around 1/8 of them access Twitter and share ideas about 

the political arena as well as politicians themselves; this social media site plays a 

considerably significant role in discussing the political agenda (Sutcu et al. 2014, p. 878). 

The rising interest in Internet and also in twitter.com by Turkish users becomes more 

interesting when it is thought together with the censorship treads or bans executed by the 

government which will be presented in the following section. 

 

 

II.II. Background about Twitter.com  

Before going into the literature review chapter, it is necessary to give a short background on 

Twitter and the functions of the site that is going to be mentioned in this study. As the 

audience data in previous sections shows it as well, Twitter is a widely used social media 

site around the globe and in Turkey, where users can post messages that can be available to 

all other users. The site was launched in 2006 and grew very rapidly, it became part of 

everyday routine of many in the digital world (Tumasjan et al. 2010, p. 178). According to 

Twitter’s company page online (About twitter, 2015), today the site has 320 million monthly 

active users and one billion monthly visits. Twitter is a digital tool used by individuals, 

corporate bodies and publicly known figures to gather and publish information. The type of 

social media site that twitter belongs to is called microblog and the act of using it is called 

microblogging because basically the site allows users to ‘blog’ by very short entries; at most 

140 characters at a time, designed to also give possibility to users with offline mobile 

phones to send short text messages (SMS) in order to send tweets. Blogging as a term has its 

roots on weblogging, meaning taking logs of one persons life on web, in other words writing 

online journals and by the time the term became simply blogging and also to blog as a verb. 

Briefly, Twitter as a microblogging site allows users to blog in by very short entries and also 

include media files into entries such as pictures or videos or location information and also 

links from other sites online. To microblog on Twitter by writing an entry shorter than 140 
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characters is also called to ‘tweet’. On Twitter, as long as a user doesn’t choose private 

mode, users can read each others entries, so called tweets, and also follow other users to 

keep on getting their tweets on ones timeline which is a users homepage after logging into 

the site where the user can see latest tweets from followed users. The timeline of a user on 

Twitter represents an information stream bringing constantly new tweets from other users 

which refreshes by itself based on the users followed parties. Twitter users have their chosen 

user name on site and can receive public messages written by an ‘@’ sign at the beginning 

of their user name. They can also write and receive private messages, so called direct 

messages, with the users that they mutually follow (Twitter, 2015).   

On Twitter, any user can follow any other user except some small number of accounts set on 

private mode and this allows accounts to address larger crowds than other social networking 

sites that usually don’t allow users to see messages from other users which are not mutually 

connected to. On Twitter; an opinion leader, a politician, a public figure, a journalist, a 

company account, a brand representative or anyone who wants to address crowds can write 

openly reachable messages which makes the content reach all registered users without a 

limit (Aragón et al. 2013). This is why Twitter is a good resource to look into the rebound of 

politician’s messages written publicly, this is how Twitter becomes a website where voters 

and politicians can directly interact and this is how political parties institutional accounts can 

promote borderless messages that can be seen by all registered voters. Twitter is an engaging 

social media platform, which gives opportunity to promote messages and on that sense it 

differs from other social media sites that are built to reconnect with personal social network.   

There are many functions that Twitter presents to its users and there is also a vast 

terminology around Twitter but in this study we will often be discussing two functions 

during analysis of politicians tweets. They are to retweet and to like a tweet (Twitter, 2015). 

The first function is to retweet. Retweet is simply resending anothers tweet to his/her own 

followers by clicking the retweet button under a tweet. When a tweet is retweeted, it also 

appears on timelines of people following the retweeter. To retweet a tweet gives it a wider 

audience, promotes the content, strengthens the tweets voice, shows that the retweeter also 

wants the others to hear about the content and it also usually expresses approval, agreement 

with the original sender on the subject. Retweets are used to reach bigger audiences and to 
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raise awareness on some subject by users. The second function that will be measured in 

terms of analyzing the content in this work is to like a tweet, previously called to favorite. 

When a tweet is liked, it doesn’t get reposted on likers followers timeline like a retweeted 

message, it can only be seen as liked by users to original senders followers and also can be 

seen on liked list on the likers profile (The official twitter blog, 2015). To like a tweet 

usually means simply that the content is liked or appreciated but doesn’t give additional 

power to the tweet, as it doesn’t resend it to new audiences such as retweet does. In the 

following chapters, these functions will be discussed further along with the collected tweets 

and user actions, thus discussions about the actual usage of the platform will be presented in 

a more concrete manner.  

 

 

II.III. Censorship, Blocked Internet Sites in Turkey and Discussions 

around Twitter Bans 

In this section, a brief overlook about censorship in the digital age as a concept and 

summary of the recent censorship discussions regarding both Turkish Internet use and also 

Twitter in Turkey will be given. Because this is how we can draw a frame about how this 

social media platform is seen in the country by users, by media and by current and previous 

legislative governments in the country. This might also explain the wide usage and the 

interest in the site, described on the section above by audience measurement data. 

 

 

II.III.I. Censorship on Online Media  

Censorship is an old concept. It has been affecting media and publishing content before the 

Internet and as well as in its era. Earlier in the introduction section, it is also mentioned that 

the book by Goethe, “The Sorrows of Young Werther” was banned in a number of countries 

in Europe around more than two hundred years ago because of authorities belief that the 
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book was causing spread of suicidal ideas, even suicides (Phillips, 1974, p. 340). So-called 

”Werther effect” is discussed in relation to two major concepts; contagion of ideas or 

behaviors and censorship of those ideas or behaviors (Scherr et al. 2011, p. 628). The ban of 

Goethe’s book is an historical example of censorship, which has been placed for the public’s 

good health, maybe even has been approved by members of society but censorship is not 

always in favor of public in democratic societies, especially not in favor of their right to be 

informed (Black, 1992).  

Censorship doesn’t always have its roots on making good for everyone forming the society 

like stopping the spread of suicides, sometimes it is in favor of someone or some part of 

society, most commonly the governing authorities or maybe even a single individual holding 

social, economical or political power (Phillips, 1974 & Black, 1992). Censorship is also 

used in democratic societies to affect public opinion in favor of governing group or class, it 

is used to affect people to support or to contempt some politicians or political views or some 

political organizations (Phillips, 1974, p. 341-342 and Black, 1992, p. 135). On that sense, 

social contagion theory in relation to use of online media, which will be discussed further in 

the following chapters, and censorship or restriction of online media are very much related. 

Additionally the Turkish case for this work has a lot to cover for background on online 

censorship. 

The traditional understanding of censorship reflects to removal or hide of some material or 

media content from use, reach or access by the governing authorities, from the general 

public, for the reasons of ideas or information that the censored material or media content 

contains. Thus censorship aims to remove ideas and information in its core, not to remove a 

material or contents or a medium completely (McDonald, 1993, p. 52). This is also why 

censorship is commonly discussed together with subject of democracy and use of media. In 

democratic societies, people should have access to information that will affect their 

judgments, approaches and even their votes therefore censorship is often found 

undemocratic. According to Depken, censorship is a moral or legislative process and society 

agrees to some extent to applications of control over what anyone can say, think or see 

(Depken, 2006). Depken (2006) also indicates that every society has some censorship 

formulation or law applied when the related rules are broken. In contrary to Depken’s 
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approach that says societies are in accordance with censorship rules and those rules regulates 

common life, many Internet censorship acts today are widely criticized in general public and 

media (McCoy, 2014). Internet censorship not only aims to hide or remove ideas or 

information from the public but also aims to prevent peer-to-peer communications between 

parties using Internet. Because on Internet the publisher is not a singular writer like Goethe 

but the public itself. Such as the total Internet ban during the revolt in Egypt in 2011 and 

2012 was no longer aiming to hide content, it aimed to stop people of Egypt to communicate 

with each other and organize protests. Censorship in that sense cannot be seen as the same as 

old applications realized to regulate the publics good health. It aims to totally remove a 

medium from the public use, even the public’s private use.  

 

According to Munro (1979, p. 3-4), censorship is a wider concept than only removal of 

content; it encompasses any kind of suppression against ideas, information and opinions 

according to political views. Political authorities may control what can be said, published or 

shared (Munro, 1979, p. 4.).  Today we see many forms and levels of censorship in online 

media. The rise of Web 2.0 content, it other words user-generated content on Internet raises 

the number of attempts to apply censorship on Internet. Because web 2.0 possibilities gives 

every member of the public possibilities to be seen, heard or read; so anyone can spread an 

information affecting groups, classes or even society, at least hypothetically.  

Censorship can be applied partially to certain sites or certain pages around some kind of 

specific subject or occurrences; it can also be applied selectively to certain messages of 

certain users or specific social media accounts or certain subdomains of a weblog (Verkamp 

et al. 2012 p. 3). Censorship can also be executed in total for periods of time when Internet 

is totally non-accessible. In selective and partial modes social media sites seem to be most 

often on the target by governments (Verkamp et al. 2012 p. 3) Online media censorship is 

concerning many people around the globe in many countries. When calculated, many 

Internet users in the world use that medium in a partially, selectively or totally censored way 

that this study will explain in the following paragraphs. Freedom on the Internet report of 

2014 has declared that 47 countries around the globe have executed Internet censorship 

during that year for their populations (Freedom House, 2015).  
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Figure II. Countries according to Internet freedom. (All 47 Internet restricted countries are 

shown in yellow and blue; in countries shown by yellow bars Internet is partially free, in 

countries shown by blue bars Internet is considered not free. Turkey has the most non-free 

score in between partially free countries by 58% censorship according to calculations of the 

institution. (Freedom House, 2015).) 

Online censorship doesn’t cluster in one part of world’s geography; according to The Open 

Network Initiative, on a global map of occurrences of Internet censorship we can see that a 

total of 60 countries from every continent of the world is executing some level of online 

censorship on different subjects or areas of usage (Opennet Initiative, 2015 and Burnett et al. 

2013, p. 84).  
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Figure III. World map of censored political content on Internet. (World countries shown in 

different colours according to their executed censorship on political content about current 

governments or human rights etc.; grey areas are showing countries that have no data on that 

matter (Opennet Initiative, 2015).) 

Another aspect about censorship is that it is not vanishing neither, on the opposite; as the 

techniques and legacy evolves as well as the digital platforms, it is likely that censorship 

occurrences spread more and more to other countries in the following years (Burnett et al. 

2013 p. 85). When political upraise emerges or political criticism drives public discourse on 

social media sites, sites like Twitter and/or Facebook become targets to abatement of noise 

in many, so-called, democratic geographies and desired to become quiet by political forces. 

(Thomas et al., 2012, p. 13.). Governments around the world often censor Web 2.0 

applications because of the ability of users to post in them and expose any governmental 

malfeasance, such as social media sites like Facebook and Twitter; the video sharing site 

Youtube; and popular blogging platform Blogspot. Those applications are also the most 

interesting areas of the Internet by users (Freedom House, 2009). Turkey has occasionally 

banned those applications many times in the last few years. 
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II.III.II. Censorship on Online Media in Turkey in Relation to Political 

Agenda 

‘Freedom on the Net’ report (2009) by Freedom House is pointing to China and to Iran as 

the most suppressing countries with multilayer system of censorship, controlling all online 

activities and preventing public to not only access some specific subjects online but also not 

to be able to post about them. According to the same report in 2014 Iran, Syria and China 

are the countries with highest censorship applications but Turkey has also an overall bad 

grade by 55 of censorship scale out of 100 (Freedom House, 2014). In the report of 2009, 

Turkey was even declared to be an “Internet enemy” with other 12 countries listed on the 

report defining online freedom in Turkey as ‘increasingly undermined by legal harassment’. 

(Verkamp et al. 2012, p. 3 and Freedom House, 2009). Because this title, Internet enemy, is 

gained after Turkish governments administrations around the Internet and this work is about 

a related subject; political actors’ use of social media online, a general look on Turkish 

Internet censorship in this background chapter will be useful. 

The government in Turkey from 2002 and until the elections in 1st of November 2015, in 

other words during the last 3 terms of legislative government, banned some assets of Internet 

partially and censored some social media websites many times for various reasons and then 

set them free to usage again. (Tanash et al., 2015, p. 11-12) Twitter, Facebook, Youtube and 

Google have been banned occasionally but the bans usually didn't stand longer time than 

some days or maybe some weeks. Even the president of the country declared that he is going 

to "eradicate" twitter.com from the country when he was still prime minister in March 2014 

(McCoy, 2014.). Erdogan who was the prime minister at the time and president of the 

country at the moment of writing this work, added that he doesn’t care what the international 

community says about it (McCoy, 2014) because of the discussions caused by corruption 

allegations content spread through social media and mainly on Twitter about his inner circle 

and even his family.  

Many websites, sometimes pages on websites or some specific content on some websites 

have been censored to the country’s online users. Censorship of Internet is authorized in 

Turkey by the Internet regulation law, lastly renewed in February 2014 in cases of any 
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illegal content from inside or outside the country (Frosio, 2014). Illegal contents defined by 

law are crimes against Atatürk (the founding father of Turkish republic), offering or 

promoting prostitution, promoting gambling, unauthorized betting, sexual abuse of children, 

encouraging suicide, selling or promoting drugs or else information about how to use or buy 

drugs and indecency. Some other reason that websites can be blocked, according to law, are 

copyright laws (illegal creative, artistic content sharing such as movies or music), insults 

against the Turkish state, state organs or private persons, contents promoting terror, 

violations on trademark regulations and any other content contradictory to other Turkish 

laws (Law on Publications on the Internet, 2007). The most contradictory aspect about this 

law is that it gives the organ called Telecommunications Communication Presidency (TIB in 

Turkish abbreviation) the power to ban any online site within 24 hours after its decision and 

without seeking any legal ruling. The law also requires that any Internet provider to collect 

Internet usage data of all serviced users for longer periods than 6 months and up to 2 years to 

provide it to the governing force if requested (Law on Publications on the Internet, 2007). 

Until this law was imposed the decision to censor any digital asset was requiring legal 

decision by court and was requiring much longer time periods that was beneficial for the 

information to spread before any possible censorship. And also, independent judges made 

such decisions, not state organs that are organically part of governing force like in case of 

TIB. After the law, the governing force in Turkey aims to be as fast as the Internet to ban the 

contents or usage of the medium, which are not approved by their authority.  

Sites, which are widely used in Turkey, that subsist on Web 2.0 technologies such as 

Facebook, blogspot, Twitter, Youtube or Google search engine are inevitably cooperating 

with Turkish law and selectively removing their content upon requests because otherwise 

TIB holds the power to ban them completely. Banned websites are sometimes easily 

noticeable because TIB censors websites by redirecting them to an information page simply 

declaring that the site is banned according to law but sometimes users are consuming filtered 

or cleaned content without even noticing it. User generated content websites such as 

Youtube, Facebook or Twitter are forced to selectively remove content according to Turkish 

law. In those cases Turkish users are only consuming content lacking some entries and are 

not informed about the censorship. Widely used Twitter is one of them, according to 

Twitter’s transparency reports in 2015 and in earlier versions as well; Turkey is the country 
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with the most content removal request including whole accounts, group of accounts or single 

messages by both government agencies and court orders (Removal requests, 2015). 

Twitter.com has received 1003 removal requests in the first half on the year 2015 and 718 of 

them are received from Turkish court order or Turkish government agencies, police or other 

(Removal requests, 2015).  

 

 

Figure III. – Turkey dominates Global Twitter Censorship. Share of all Twitter content 

removal requests in the first half of 2015 (Turkey Dominates Global Twitter Censorship in 

2015). 

Currently 105958 websites are completely banned to use in Turkey according to 

engelliweb.com, a website keeping the logs of websites which are being censored (Erişime 

engellenen siteler, n.d.). Some most known examples in history are Youtube.com, which 

was banned in 2007, 2008 and 2014 in total of 9 times (Erişime engellenen websiteleri, 

youtube.com, n.d.), for some periods of time. Other examples are Richard Dawkins website 
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richarddawkins.net (still unavailable to Turkish users since 2008), Kurdish search engines, 

files sharing platforms like rapidshare.com, some articles on Wikipedia.org, some URL 

shortening services, soundcloud.com and also Twitter by bans applied in 2011 and 2014 a 

total of 8 times for selected contents or accounts ((Erişime engellenen websiteleri, 

twitter.com, n.d.). But consequently, the platform was mostly in use in Turkey during the 

period before the general elections in 2015, even though some selective content of it is 

currently banned and the site is still used by many political actors standing for elections and 

also many voters. 

Despite this governmental opposition and filtered content, the platform has a great reach in 

the country as it is shown by data on the previous section. Twitter is used both by many 

public members and politicians of the governing party or defiance; even Erdogan, recent 

prime minister and the current president of the country who vowed to wipe out the site from 

Turkey often uses his verified account to address crowds. This contradiction about Twitter 

represents an approval about the doubt of social contagion effect through the platform thus 

politicians from governing party wouldn’t use the site opposed by the countries president 

and also their party’s leader at that time if they wouldn’t believe that is possible to affect 

voters ideas by it. 

 

 

II. IV. Background about Electoral and Political Landscape in Turkey 

This section will give principle information about political landscape in Turkey just before 

and after elections to better understand Chapter V. of results and analysis and other 

discussions.  

In 7th of June 2015, a general election has been conducted in Turkey. Four parties got 

representation in the parliament their vote percentages were as following; 40,87% for Justice 

and Development Party (with 258 seats in the parliament), 24,95% for Republican People’s 

Party (with 132 seats in the parliament), 16,29% for Nationalist Movement Party (with 80 

seats in the parliament), 13,12% for People’s Democratic Party (with 80 seats in the 
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parliament). A number of other parties got the rest of the votes but could not get 

representation in the parliament because of the 10% election threshold. After these elections 

no government could be formed up so early election in 1st of November 2015 was organized 

(Turkish general election, November 2015, n.d.; & Turkey Election 2015: A Guide To The 

Parties, Polls And Electoral System, 2015). 

Short information can be found on the following paragraphs about those four parties that got 

over election threshold and won representation in the parliament in both of those elections. 

Justice and Development Party (AKP) was founded by various politicians with islamic-

conservative background in 2001. AKP has rules Turkey since 2002 up until the day of 

writing this study, the party has been distrusted by modernists and people with secular 

views. The former chairman of party, R. Tayyip Erdogan became president of Turkey in 

2014 and left his place to Ahmet Davutoglu in the same year. AKP has got 49,50% of votes 

in November 2015 and formed the government alone with 317 seats (ibid).  

Republican People’s Party (CHP) was founded in 1923 by Mustafa Kemal Atatürk, also the 

founder of Turkish Republic. CHP is the oldest political party in Turkey with secular, social-

democrat and contemporary political views. CHP is distrusted by religiously conservatives. 

The chairma of CHP is Kemal Kiliçdaroğlu. His party got 25,32% of votes in November 

2015 and got 134 seat at the parliament, keeping parties main opposition status (ibid). 

Nationalist Movement party (MHP) was founded in 1969 with Turkish nationalist views. 

Today, the party is led by Devlet Bahçeli. The main politics of this party is in favor of 

preserving the nation state of Turks. At elections in November 2015, the party won 11,90% 

of votes and got 40 seats at the parliament (ibid). 

People’s Democratic party (HDP) is democratic-socialist party founded by Kurdish political 

leaders in 2012. The party has been distrusted by many because of the allegations of close 

relations with Kurdish terrorist groups. HDP has two leaders because of their egalitarian 

politics between women and men politicians; they are Figen Yüksekdag and Selahattin 

Demirtaş. At elections in November 2015, it won 10,76% of votes and got 59 seats at the 

parliament (ibid). 
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II. Literature Review and Theory Related to the Study 

 

This chapter is covering a literature review about researches and findings in the field of 

political communication on Twitter and social contagion, although it doesn’t go back in 

history for many decades in depth because it focuses mostly on studies about new media and 

its use for political campaigns in 21st century. The adoptions of social media for political 

campaigns and commentary has been argued by a number of peer reviewed articles mostly 

after Twitter’s launch in 2006 whereas following this social media site’s appearance and its 

catching peak on building user base in many countries, politicians and even researchers 

noticed twitter.com.  

Politicians around the world must have seen this medium as a powerful, effective new tool 

to interact with citizens directly, without debating with journalists or other politicians and 

without going via editorial selection of traditional media organs. After all, it is undeniable 

that 320 million monthly active users and one billion monthly visits that the site has today, 

are not negligible and are worth reaching (About twitter, 2015).  

Twitter also represents a ‘shortcut’ into spontaneous, non-filtered, open dialog between 

electors and elected with sometimes more day-to-day subjects than traditional media or 

alternative public sphere discussions (Grant and Moon, 2010, p. 1-2). According to Criado et 

al., possible discussions and interaction on social media between candidates and electorates 

can include candidates’ individual point of view about strategies published by their political 

parties (2012, p. 220). This way of usage would also multiply the effort put by the candidate 

for the election campaign because of the possible volume of interaction but ‘individualized’ 

campaigning on Twitter is beneficiary for politicians (Criado et al. 2012, p. 220). 

Subjects that are being discussed on Twitter with politicians tend to cover alternative 

subjects to the current agenda too, rather than focusing on most commonly discussed public 

matters and this aspect gives wider room to political debates if politicians interact with 

others using Twitter’s full potential (Metzgar et al. 2009, p. 4). For instance, pre-election 

debates on traditional media might focus on more general subjects like countries economy or 
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foreign policy but subjects that catch attention of minority groups or specific neighborhoods 

can be discussed and might become the main topic of dialog between peers on Twitter.   

Between peer reviewed articles written about Twitter’s effect on political arena the one 

written about predicting electoral results by the number of mentions on Twitter by 

conducting research on whole conversation realized on the medium, done by Tumasjan, 

Sprenger, Sandner and Welpe (2010) is catching much attention and is cited many times 

because of the fact that the paper finds out traces of proof of a very revolutionary claim. The 

most important difference of this paper in terms of methodology is that Tumasjan and his 

colleagues managed to collect over hundred thousand tweets mentioning political actors 

within a time frame of more than one month, they also managed to draw back ideological 

ties between different political parties in order to predict possible coalitions after elections, 

similar examples collect part of tweets written by certain users or part of tweets including 

some phrases. They claimed and proved that the volume of tweets is matching with final 

results of elections and the volume also presents a closer prediction than offline pools 

conducted by public research companies during the same pre-elections period (Tumasjan et 

al. 2010, p. 183). This kind of research still needs to meet better data mining practices and 

has to show similar results for different cases in upcoming research. But overall findings 

promise that using microbloggings full potential and engaging into conversations (Metzgar 

et al. 2009) can bring political success to online actors differing from earlier online research 

on weblogs showing that weblogs are not representative of electors choice (Sunstein, 2008, 

p. 88). Today data that can be driven from Twitter might be completive to the electoral pools 

conducted by research companies. And also, scholarly research shows different ways or 

methods of engaging with crowds by microblogging that might affect also electorates’ 

opinion significantly.   

 

 

III. I. Social Media for Political Campaigning 

It is essential for this chapter to state why Twitter is used for political debates both for 

electorates and elected. Presumably, politicians are getting or they believe they will get 
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some positive effects on their overall political campaigns by this information technology 

tool so they are using it in many countries.  

In 2008, Barack Obama used 100 staff to work on social media accounts for his pre-

elections campaign, including Twitter for his campaign (Politics and twitter, 2010). Barack 

Obama’s pre-election campaign in 2008 was mainly focused on power of social media; he 

used fifteen social media sites and empowered his offline efforts to outvote the elections. 

His team used social media for fundraising, awareness on his promises and sharing news 

about his offline campaigning activities. Obama’s success turned the heat on for scholarly 

research on social media for the political campaign arena with different studies focusing 

different aspects of social media sites possible hidden virtues viewed from different 

perspectives (Christakis, 2010; Lutz, 2009; Talbot, 2008; Citron, 2010; Greengard, 2009; 

Zhang, 2010).  

Later on, leaders around world continued paying attention to social media communication, 

especially to Twitter; the president of Chile requested his cabinet to start using Twitter; by 

the first half of 2010, 485 Japanese politicians were already using Twitter; in Europe 577 

German politician opened accounts in 9 months in 2009 (Politics and twitter, 2010). 

Different academic papers written after this quick boom intend to discover effects and to 

measure benefits of this tool on political campaigns arena, to find out correlation between 

online existence of a candidate and poll results. There is a body of literature as well on 

discovering geographical distribution of content and financing of electoral campaigns 

(Tumasjan et al. 2010 and Grant and Moon, 2010). In 2006, it is shown that online 

campaigns, especially using social media accounts, have overall effect on candidate support 

by electorates (Gibson et al., p. 254). Some years later Macnamara’s study on elections in 

USA in 2008 shows that online interaction with voters bring more engagement to the 

political debate; larger audiences can be reached and activated about the political agenda 

using social media opportunities (2010, p. 228).  

Most of those studies mentioned above conducted on usage of social media for political 

communication tried to categorize the usage in terms of volume of the common social media 

sites such as Facebook or Twitter whereas research deliberately focused on Twitter. Gibson 

and McAllister have discussed the correlation of online campaign activities on Twitter with 
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candidate support from electorate on voting phase (2006). Many studies focused on content 

analysis mostly on Twitter because the medium offers easy access to content created by any 

user (Glassman et al. 2009). Researchers who are working with content or data from Twitter 

can easily assess both politicians and citizens shared messages. Tumasjan and his colleagues 

again tell that “social media is widely used for political deliberation” in many countries and 

the usage strikes a chord with the offline political discourse; offline campaigning efforts are 

carried out to the online for information sharing and also online discussions carry out 

receiving comments on offline world (Tumasjan et al. 2010, p. 178). But so far, literature 

about Twitter is not fully scientific in terms of measuring complete spread of political 

arguments and effects of politicians engagement because in many cases the sample is either 

to small or not proven to be reflecting a case of repeatability. The literature draws a picture 

to the subject looked from different angles by many scholars and proposes many arguments, 

each aspect still being argued by other scholars.  

After these findings mostly emerged in the last decade, it is possible to recognize that social 

media has affected political campaigns especially during the pre-electoral phase, political 

debate and also electors involvement into discussions with politicians globally, but going 

into depth of the subject is revealing more interesting facts about usage of Twitter by 

politicians.  

Especially in the weeks leading up to elections, political issues are clearly 

on the minds of many users. In addition, politicians are communicating 

with the electorate and trying to mobilize supporters (Tumasjan et al. 2010, 

p. 178). 

 

To start the discussion about Twitter’s usage on political debate and electoral campaigns, 

following sub-sections will try to present its differentiations to other social media tools in 

terms of usage design and effect on users by the help of recent literature. Questions about 

Twitter’s strategic use for political purposes can be further discussed by differing it from 

other social media sites. Are all social media sites the same in case of usage design for 

political actors, does Twitter represent a new communicational way to reach audiences, does 
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it open a door to one-way or two-ways communications with electorates, does political 

debating on Twitter spread to large populations or does it end up being limited by 

polarization of audiences only leaving echoes between similar minded users? We will try to 

understand the outcomes of efforts put to Twitter by many politicians, in many countries 

mentioned in the earlier part of this chapter alongside reviewing recent literature on this 

subject.   

 

 

III. I. I. Differentiating Asymmetrical and Symmetrical Social Media 

Mark Dykeman has a clearly understandable definition of social media where he says, 

“Social media are the means for any person to: publish digital creative content; provide and 

obtain real-time feedback via online discussions, commentary and evaluations; and 

incorporate changes or corrections to the original content” (2008, p. 1 & Chan-Olmsted et 

al. 2013, p. 151). At first glance, by this definition all social media sites might seem the 

same in terms of usage and created consequences in interpersonal communication processes 

online. The definition helps us understand that peers on social media can create, share and 

provide different forms of content and interact with commentary with each other. But there 

could be more details to this overall description and in fact all social media tools are not 

designed for the exact same way of usage. Actually the very structure of Twitters usage 

design is differing it from the rest of social media sites and that very structure helps us ask 

the very questions in this study as research questions and it provides us with examination of 

Twitter in relation to political communication. That structure is that Twitter is 

asymmetrically open to political and any other interaction (Porter, 2009) thus it doesn’t 

require peer to peer reciprocal approval of users to consume each others authentic content. 

Moreover the default settings of a users account in Twitter is to share every microblogging 

post publicly to all other users and to even none users (because tweets become browsable for 

even non-users if they are published by a public account). Most of Twitter users use public 

accounts and there is a small percentage of private accounts, which are in all ways outside of 

this, and of similar works focus.  
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Porter (2009) explains that social media sites like Facebook are withholding user 

information, shared media files and any other content of one user from another by default, 

except both users grant access to each other on the platform and this makes most of social 

media sites symmetrical in terms of modeling of usage. Twitter in that sense is asymmetrical 

in modeling of social networking in virtual worlds; it gives online crowds access to follow 

up any users shared contents (ibid). Every user have a number of following and followers, 

the following number defining that specific users preferred content publishers on the 

platform and the follower number defining users that follow that specific user. For instance, 

it is very usual that a politician follows a small number of accounts but being followed by 

mass crowds. In the upcoming chapter of methodology, these numbers for chosen accounts 

will be also considered as a sign of reliability of the account just because follower numbers 

for those accounts show how possibly effective they could be during the pre-electoral phase 

or how many people they could potentially reach. To be followed by many users a politician 

must definitely have a public account, set to default settings and let asymmetrical usage 

work as it is designed by the tool. Grant et al. compared the tendencies of having a public 

account by politicians versus random sample of users and found out that politicians are 

much more likely to have public accounts by more than 95% percentage; versus random 

sample having 21% private (symmetrical) accounts (2010) in the case of Australia. During 

the phase when I collected data for this work, I noticed that every politicians Twitter account 

that I encountered is public, in other words open to asymmetrical use in the case of 

politicians from Turkey.  

 

The difference between asymmetrical and symmetrical modeling on social media sites 

differs not only in consumption of content but also in content creation itself. On Twitter, the 

conversation easily involves political actors and opinion leaders too, thus it becomes more 

meaningful to use it for political debate; it becomes public (Honeycutt and Herring, 2009, p. 

1-2). When online conversation becomes public and available to many, it encourages usage 

for two-ways communication and usage for publicly discussed matters, even encourages 

directly addressing publicly known actors such as politicians, which also differs it from 

symmetrical social media sites like Facebook (ibid). Symmetrical social media sites tend to 
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focus on messages for connections of offline personal networks, messages about private 

lives details and content that interests peers that know each other in offline world.  

 

During their research on Twitter, Grant et al. explains this concept of asymmetrical social 

networking by the view suggested on a software development book called ‘The Cathedral 

and the Bazaar’ written by Eric S. Raymond, in which Raymond describes the private and 

the public online sphere as cathedral and bazaar (Raymond, 1999, p. 2-7 and Grant et al. 

2010, p. 2). The cathedral is a private space where personal matters, personal views and 

understandings can play a big role but the bazaar is a collective space where people talk, 

create and share for the mass (ibid). Publicly sharing encourages on creating responsible 

content, discussing public matters, focusing on non-personal but collective matters; in other 

words possibly politics and countries current agenda. It also creates a public sphere where 

other peers share content about public matters and news, thus the bazaar becomes a news 

and politics discussion pool and a political arena without limits within online crowds (Grant 

et al., 2010). An exception to this fact is possible censorship acts presented in the previous 

section of background chapter in many countries around the world to the subject tool of this 

work; Twitter. Those acts shut down the access to the bazaar in different levels, for different 

time frames. That changes the affect of bazaar to discussion of public matters, they 

metaphorically force public back to cathedrals to create and consume more regulated and 

private content in online worlds. 

 

On the other hand, the asymmetrical model of social media doesn’t mean that the nature of 

communication in it will be definitely a two-ways communication but this model creates 

better possibilities for dialogs. In many scholars work, it is shown that politicians in the 

online world usually don’t want to directly interact with crowds by two-way communication 

(Macnamara, 2008 & Porter, 2009 & Leavit et al. 2009). A study conducted in 2008, in 

Australia, shows that politicians often don’t turn on comments options on blogs, which gives 

readers the possibility to write their view on subject; they don’t even give out email 
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addresses to readers so that they can send their comments privately in order to interact by 

two-ways communication (Macnamara, 2008, p. 7-8).  

 

 

III. I. II. Use of Asymmetrical Social Media for Political Campaigns 

In works of many scholars (Macnamara, 2008 & Porter, 2009 & Leavit et al. 2009), it is 

possible to see that politicians don’t seem to involve into any kind of two-ways 

communication, thus they almost only broadcast and inform public using online media 

including Twitter. Their tweets are not conversational but they only publish them to report 

even though they are noisier than other users, meaning they write more than an average non-

politician user (Porter, 2009) but they literally do not reach non-supporters of their political 

views, nor get enough interacted with other users. This way of working around Twitter of 

politicians turns the medium from being two-ways asymmetrical into one-way asymmetrical 

for publishing political campaign content. Interactions between politicians and public are 

still rare and mostly about light subjects (Bartlett, 2009). 

According to Rainie and Smith’s work (2008) and Macnamara’s work (2008), this is again 

controversial with the main usage design of the tool because online campaigning brings 

clearly support and affects votes; US presidential campaign in 2008 is the proof to those 

claims. In the beginning of this chapter, it is told that the presidential elections in US in 2008 

is also start to the movement of mimicking to use Twitter in many corners of the world by 

politicians (Politics and twitter, 2010), but there are no large number of studies for the 

mimickers emerging after 2008 when the medium became noisier by politicians in the same 

sense of Twitters affect following the early works such as Gibson and McAllister’s in depth 

look on online political campaigns for early adapting politicians (2006, p. 254). Gibson and 

McAllister (2006) say that Twitter is effective for political campaign promoting but there 

has to be more to say about the usage and influence that the medium can create.  
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III. I. III. Meaning of Retweet Behavior for Political Campaigns  

The influence on Twitter can be defined by an act of a Twitter account to result in other acts 

by other accounts in Twitter; in other words most likely to retweets because retweets can be 

spreadable and they are the proof of engagement with other accounts (Leavitt et al. 2009). 

Grant et al. look into traces of being retweeted and they say that the politicians conversation 

style plays an important role (2010, p. 20); more interactive and engaging political actors get 

more retweeted and also politicians with more followers get more retweeted, as expected.  

So there should be common and significant causes for politicians around the world to 

transform two-way asymmetrical conversation modeling of Twitter into one-way 

broadcasting model despite the fact that this way the medium is less effective as shown by 

scholarly work and also as it can be presumed; after all the idea of microblogging must be 

about passing the message to another and spreading the arguments, in other words being 

retweeted (Leavitt et al. 2009). Despite the fact that being more conversational and 

interactive brings more engagement or so-called retweets, scholarly work shows that neither 

governmental agencies nor politicians revolutionize their way of using social media unless 

they are facing a sudden crisis to be advocated quickly, they keep on being non-

conversational (Coombs, 2007).  

According to Liu and Horsley (2007, p. 380), politicians’ behavior of resisting against 

conversation is not only caused by them but also by the public, which has low perception of 

possibilities of dialog between governed and governing actors, and also the public is not 

often willing to involve with politicians by getting into dialogue reciprocally. There can be 

also causes which are occurring by the nature and the content of politicians’ tweets if 

Grunig’s ‘excellence theory’ in public relations is considered for political communication as 

he also suggests (1992 and 2008, p. 18); the two models with one-way communication are 

asymmetric one-way called press agentry and symmetric one-way called public information. 

Press agentry aims to convince the public to some idea or behavior by catching attention, 

using sensational and repressively negative or repressively positive affirmations. Public 

information is the model used by more institutionalized political accounts in Twitter that 

shares information about current agenda and news such as political party accounts sharing 
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updates about pre-election campaign occurrences. Even though Grunig’s theory is first 

developed for public relations for any organization, a short examination on Twitter accounts 

shows both two models of one-way communication fits perfectly to political actors accounts 

usage; press agentry mostly to politicians personal accounts and public information to 

political parties accounts in terms of shared content. The content of political campaigns 

prompts into one-way communication by inverse logic; the main purposes of social media 

claimed by both social media sites and scholars becomes twisted by this way of usage, for 

instance the purposes expressed by Dykeman (2008); “obtaining real-time feedback, 

commentary and evaluations”.  

 

 

III. I. IV. Clustering and Polarization of Political Views on Twitter 

To understand further what researchers have found out, it is necessary to define online social 

network clusters or shortly ‘clusters’. According to Granovetter (1973) any social network is 

consisted of strong and weak ties and strong ties are between nodes (people forming the 

social network) that are in closer interactivity in between them. Nodes with strong ties get 

closer and closer by more and more interactivity. As a result the diameter of the network of 

that strong ties becomes shorter and shorter. This phenomenon is called clustering and social 

networks that gone trough clustering are clusters in online and offline world(Mislove et al. 

2007, p. 31-32). Communicating with singular or plural clusters can have different results on 

spreading a message online. 

It is interesting to also consider that Leavit et al. (2009) who worked on how one may be 

influential on Twitter, they explain that being conversational with a number of clusters 

rather than only broadcasting is the key to gain benefits for a political campaign using this 

medium. Though politicians seem to cluster with official members of their party and also 

with absolute supporters to echo similar thoughts back and forth without real conversations 

with opposing clusters (Porter, 2009 & Leavit et al. 2009).  
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Controversially, Freelon (2010, p. 2) shows that carrying political communication to the 

online world triggers a democratic and egalitarian environment of discussion and Metzgar 

and Maruggi discuss that online political debate catches the attention of the users that are the 

most involved with the subject with similar or opposing views, drives attention to alternative 

subjects between different clusters (2009, p. 4). Woodly (2008) agrees with Metzgar and 

Maruggi and says that online content enriches democratic public discourse by making 

different views more reachable and more easy to engage. Some American scholars 

controversially argued that polarization dominates online clusters in relation to two major 

political views in America; democrats and republicans, by consuming online content only 

harmonious with their own political view (Ackerman et al. 2004).  

These aspects conflict whit each other. Politicians must be conversational even with clusters 

that do not think in similar ways in order to be influential; on the other hand in case of 

Twitter they need to get retweeted to be more influential but they get this behavior from 

like-minded users and they get more and more polarized by the engagement they receive 

from related clusters of users who think in similar ways. Every party is playing a role into 

creation of this dilemma of polarization on online political conversation. Not only politicians 

or political parties but also citizens using social media have a role on creating the 

polarization.  

It is possible to see similar traces of polarization and virtual echo chambers if we look at 

earlier studies conducted about weblogs that have political content, or if we look at studies 

about behaviors of blog reading and posting on a blog (Adamic et al. 2005; Hargittai et al. 

2008). Readers and writers of the blogosphere tend to choose content from other peers who 

think in similar ways as themselves and they also get more and more radicalized by only 

being exposed to the like minded or even being exposed to more pungent views from their 

common side of political views; leftists become more leftist and rightists become more 

rightist (Lawrence et al. 2010, p. 7). Homophily; in other words the tendency of individuals 

to bond with others who are similar to them, dominates clustering of online social networks. 

Bloggers or social media users prefer to engage with others who share similar political 

ideologies with themselves and prefer to avoid getting into interaction with opposing or 

differing point of views despite possibilities of online social networks (Lawrence et al 2010; 
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Hargittai et al. 2008; Adamic & Glance, 2005). Homophily also affects ideas which are not 

about politics, for instance a study shows that early diffusion and adoption of new products 

are affected by homophily too for more than 50% (Aral et al. 2009). 

Politicians or political parties institutional accounts on Twitter are indifferent in terms of 

polarization or homophily. They tend to gather up limited number of accounts around with 

surely similar views, they tend to follow posts from members of their own political party, 

often do not get interacted with other users (Lawrence et al 2010; Hargittai et al. 2008; 

Adamic & Glance, 2005). Political actors online engage with users who definitely have 

similar views if they have to engage, but they surely ignore all other clusters that belong to 

different political views (ibid).  

The literature is insufficient in pointing out the source to causation of this phenomena of 

polarization, if people who already have similar views cluster and differentiate themselves 

within the social networks or if the structure of social networks which already have 

polarized clusters push users into polarized clusters by content consumption and exposure to 

similar messages but what is definite is that polarization occurs and radicalizes political 

views in online worlds (Yardi et al. 2010 & Lawrence et al. 2010).  

Polarization might be related to homophily which indicates that similar people interact with 

ease and people tend to choose similar people to interact with; in case of politics this 

similarity is often political camps; such as left and right or republican and democrat 

(Lazarsfeld & Merton, 1954). If homophily is often dominating social media networking, 

users also might get different views of same occurrences such as an accident that takes place 

in news lines. The news can be perceived differently by online clusters according to clusters 

that users are associated to on social media because of comments shared by people with 

similar views (Ibrahim et al. 2008). A continuum of homophily polarizes clusters and 

widens virtual space between them by building stronger ties between similar peers 

continuously and sidelining the others. Homophily can also be traced in offline worlds; a 

study showed that after the attacks of 9/11 in USA in 2001, citizens contacted other peers 

that they already knew that they would get support from, that they already knew that their 

views were similar to themselves (Ibrahim et al. 2008). But homophily and its continuum 

polarization emerges much more easily online according to Kelly et al. who calls social 
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media sites an ‘anti-commons’ area where users only consume arguments and ideas of others 

which are known to be common with them (2005).  

On the other hand, the same authors coins that political news groups are much likely to be 

open to different clusters to confront them, citizens might be going online to discuss about 

news, current agendas with other who do not think like them, who are coming from different 

political views but they do not wish to discuss with similar viewed peers and only agree with 

them constantly (Kelly et al. 2005). In some cases people also ‘go online to argue, not to 

agree’ (ibid). This argument is opposing to other researches showing clustering and 

polarization.  

 

Real-time, proactive data collecting on Twitter 

Almost the only real-time, proactive data collection of Twitter for a scholarly work has been 

conducted by Yardi and Boyd, examining tweets after a shooting and murder of a medical 

doctor in USA who often practiced late abortions, who wasattacked by a pro-life activist and 

killed (Yardi et al. 2010). In this case, Twitter was divided clearly into two large groups 

involving with the shooting news; ‘pro-life’ supporters that are against abortion and ‘pro-

choice’ supporters who criticized the murder. Yardi and Boyd found out that after the 

shooting hit Twitter content, the two camps of views interacted by 34% of tweets replying to 

each other, this research proves that people want to argue online with clusters which have 

different views (Yardi et al. 2010).  

According to Yardi et al. (2010) and Kelly et al. (2005), social media and Twitter are the 

platforms where people want to argue about what happens, they want to get news about the 

current agenda from different camp of views and this might be why Twitter has gained so 

many users in a few number of years. Yet the site is very encouraging for users to get into 

dialog in terms of usage design. Just like bazaar metaphor that have been used at the 

beginning of this chapter, previously presented by Grant et al. (2010) from the book called 

The Cathedral and the Bazaar’ from Eric S. Raymond (Raymond, 1999). So, politicians 

shouldn’t fall into the trap of homophily and polarization, after all they intent to represent 

every cluster teaming up the online networking in case of being elected. Using the 
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possibilities of creation of heterogeneous dialog is on politicians’ hands during their 

electoral campaign if they use social media sites, especially Twitter in full capacity.  

Yardi and Boyd also says that Twitter is already exposing opposing clusters shared content 

to each other and those clusters, in many cases, enjoy and consume diverse camps ideas so 

that they can involve with the argumentation (2010, p.23). Many users on Twitter would be 

exposed on diverse views; political or not, so supporting homophily and polarizing into a 

users own ideological camp by using a tool which exposes all opposing content to all 

opposing people anyway is not serving to the best possible way of online political 

communication (ibid). Politicians approach to dialogues on Twitter between diverse 

ideological groups could also be used to support deliberative speeches of users from 

heterogeneous ideologies. And also, politicians must better seek out for continuous exposure 

of their messages even with the users belonging to clusters of different political view (ibid & 

Leavit et al. 2009).  

 

 

III. II. Social Contagion Theory in the Era of Twitter  

Understanding social contagion can be helpful for many different areas of research in order 

to ameliorate and to shape information spreading to crowds if decoded in a helpful way. So 

far, different kinds of online social networks do not show similar contagion behaviors and 

decoding social contagion does not seem to have a simple formula but rather a complicated 

one, calculating many factors. By understanding social contagion in online networks, 

important social policies can be spread easily to large networks for adoption, good health 

related behaviors can be spread, strategies of government that affect all the populations can 

be explained, crisis or natural phenomenon regulations can be driven quickly and easily 

using online tools (Aral et al. 2009, p.21545). Hill et al. related the social contagion 

phenomenon with social networks by saying that after a certain amount of time emotions 

and ideas spread over social networks just like physical contagious diseases do (Hill et al. 

2010, p. 1 & Hatfield et al. 1994).  
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Researches on online media often discuss how information spread among online clusters 

(Aral et al. 2009, Romero et al. 2011; Backtrom et al. 2006; Cosley et al. 2010; Adar et al. 

2004) either if they are conducted in political communication field or in relation to other 

research fields such as sociology, psychology or marketing. The phenomenon of spreading 

ideas affects many areas of life, not only online media; for instance books that become best 

sellers, films that strikes record of box office or social movements that move a great number 

of people spread into populations too. The mechanism of social contagion and modeling of 

interaction on online media has been an interest to both scholars and also practitioners of 

marketing. Modeling the emergence of interactions and the process of becoming contagious 

is maybe important for marketers to penetrate a product to end user but it also represents a 

big step for social engineering for common good causes. Social contagion is an important 

subject about health related research such as scholarly work on obesity or on quitting 

smoking (Aral et al. 2009, p. 21544). Understanding spread and adoption of thoughts by 

peers will help us model spread for health, education and environment such as doing 

physical exercise or maybe trying to scale down ones carbon footprint. On the other hand 

emotional and social contagion might also be causing unwanted consequences such as 

behaviors of panic and crisis.  

 

Sharing positive or negative content  

Emotional contagion brings strong influences in long-term contact between people who have 

strong ties or small clusters with regular interaction such as families (Larson & Almeida 

1999) or teammates (Barsade 2002). Christakis and Fowler even could reduplicate that 

situation by an experiment of spreading different moods into a social network (Fowler & 

Christakis 2010). Barsade (2002), Larson and Almeida (1999), Christakis and Fowler 

(2010); they all show that positive and negative emotions spread by contagion from one to 

another; positive emotions spread inspires friendly service in private sector and negative 

emotions spread strikes fear about mental health related issues (Joiner et al., 1999 and Ueno, 

2005).  
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The study on happiness by Fowler and Christakis is relatively new (2008) and it looks into 

spread of good mood between close ties and found that a person is more likely to have good 

mood if he/she contact people who have good mood. Having bad mood or being depressive 

has the similar results too; they spread to other members of the cluster (ibid). The correlation 

of negative moods and positive moods between ties of a network demonstrates social (and/or 

emotional) contagion of those moods (ibid & Hill et al. 2010). Spread of online messages 

carrying positive or negative moods is worth looking into in order to see how this 

phenomenon reoccurs in Internet and if there are differences of diffusion of positive or 

negative moods for any specific cluster. In this work, because there cannot be any other 

traces; the affirmations, wordings and meanings are looked into by content analysis in order 

see positive or negative moods spread and compare them.  

Defining social contagion and differing behavioral contagion from emotional contagion has 

already been provided in this work in the background chapter. But in order to remind, once 

again we can look into work of Christakis and Fowler (2010); emotional contagion is the 

process that creates a tendency to reflect and mimic emotions of one at another and 

behavioral contagion is the process that creates a tendency to reflect and mimic behaviors of 

one at another, such as sending a message by a tweet in this study (Christakis et al. 2010). 

Hatfield, Cacioppo and Rapson coin emotional contagion in 1994, when they define it by 

using the word tendency; the tendency of one's towards other people to catch their emotions 

(Hatfield et al. 1994). Emotional contagion can be confused with empathy but empathy 

explains how people can understand another person’s feelings and situations, by empathy 

individuals do not mimic emotions (Christakis et al. 2010).   

In the online world; there is this tendency that users get activated by a flow of contagion 

which spreads sharing similar news updates or hyperlinks to webpages, users might join 

similar discussion groups and support an idea by the fact of a spread phenomenon. Online 

contagion on social network sites in the context of sharing content is part of emotional 

contagion because sharing here represents adoption of ideas but also behavioral contagion 

because one node (a user, an account) of social network performs act of sharing and that act 

gets mimicked by another node. Why and how this spread happens, which ideas become 
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often contagious, what are the traces of creating sticky content are the questions asked by 

many (Romero et al. 2011; Backtrom et al. 2006; Cosley et al. 2010; Adar et al. 2004).  

Scholarly work often points out that the source of information that spreads and the topic is 

highly related with its stickiness on online world (Romero et al. 2011; Backtrom et al. 2006; 

Cosley et al. 2010; Adar et al. 2004). Stickiness in this work means the probability of the 

information to be passed from one peer to another by information technology and creating a 

chain reaction (Romero et al. 2011).  

Frequency, defining number of times that a user gets exposed to a certain content, is also a 

fact to be analyzed by research about spread of messages because different kind of 

information requires different levels of frequency for nodes forming online social networks 

to be spread (Romero et al. 2011). On the other hand, similar type of information or similar 

topics might follow similar patterns of spread, as expected (Anagnostopoulos et al. 2008 & 

Crandall et al. 2008 & Shuai et al. 2012).   

Social contagion, in simple version, requires two individuals first one on neutral phase 

(Burt, 1987, p. 1288), being non-affected by an adoptive ideological or behavioral 

phenomenon, also called ‘ego’ and a second individual affected and adopted an ideological 

or behavioral phenomenon, also called ‘alter’ (ibid). Researchers who examine complex 

contagion in online social networks study not only two individuals, they may study many 

forming up social networks; they call neutral individuals ‘non-activated nodes’ and a others 

who adopted an ideology or behavior by the contagion ‘activated nodes’ (Lerman et al. 

2012). According to Ronald Burt ego senses an attraction or sensitivity to alters adoption to 

evaluate the adoption (1987, p. 1288-1289). If the two nodes contact, communicate, interact 

or compete, in many cases first node (ego) becomes altered however the nature of 

connection also plays a role such as physical, geographical or networking affiliation affects 

contagion by their degree (Burt, 1987 and Lerman et al. 2012).   

The closer the physical contact is between ego and alter, the more likely that 

alter's adoption will trigger ego's. Merely witnessing alter's adoption can 

transmit significant information to ego. He not only becomes aware of the 
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innovation, he also has the benefit of a vicarious trial use, witnessing the 

consequences adoption has for alter (Burt, 1987). 

Although first studies about social contagion had to research on physical contact between 

individuals situated in the same geography and developed a perspective similar to disease 

contagion which transmits physical bodies of viruses by simple contagion of only two nodes 

(Cliff et al. 1981 and Berelson et al. 1954), on studies conducted about online virtual 

networks (Lerman et al. 2012) we can see similar affects of contagion just because the 

descriptive explanation of Burt (1987) exactly happens on social media sites by non-

activated nodes witnessing activated nodes behaviors of sharing content, discussing a 

specific subject, supporting an idea.  

In 2007 a study about a large network data collected for 32 years about health related 

behaviors from a group of people have been realized by Christakis and Fowler in which they 

found out that behaviors do not spread according to geographical distance or physical 

contact but according to strength or weakness of ties between individuals (Christakis et al. 

2007). According to Christakis and Fowler social distance plays an important role even 

though physical or geographical proximity causes people to be affected by the same 

environmental aspects, nodes of a network gets affected by behavioral or ideological spread 

phenomena according to how strong social ties they have with each other (Christakis et al. 

2007). In other words, phenomenon like polarization and homophily discussed in previous 

section blocks the contagion on social networks. Opposing with the perspectives and 

findings of Romero, Meeder and Kleinberg (2011) about different kinds of topics such as 

involvement into discussion of political topics, Christakis and Fowler found out that 

numbers of exposure to a subject doesn’t change the result for weak ties forming the 

network for spread of health habits (Christakis et al. 2007).  
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III. II. I. Political Topics’ Stickiness and Social Contagion on Twitter 

Political topics are more consistent on Twitter and they become more contagious if they are 

continuously getting people exposed (Romero et al. 2011), this might be because they affect 

large audiences discussing the information or because politicians put immense effort by the 

help of their team to spread them. Political parties or candidates’ online campaigning teams 

have an important role in creating contagious political discussion on Twitter, thus scholars 

find traces of complex contagion on online social networks. Complex contagion, discussed 

by many researches who studied tweets by quantitative research, defines nodes of a social 

network (peers) getting indulged by an idea after being exposed to it from a number of other 

nodes thus every node which spreads the idea to the node witch gets affected by the idea, 

play a role during contagion (Ghasemiesfeh et al. 2013). In other words, complex contagion 

requires clusters of online users spreading the same message to their common nodes of 

social network for various times. Complex contagion differs from simple contagion such as 

a contagion of a disease that only requires a one time exposure to the contagious (Shuai et al. 

2012). Political topics are differentiating in terms of complex contagion according to the 

work of Romero, Meeder and Kleinberg (2011); political topics continues to spread for 

longer times than any other topics by complex contagion, adoption to the political discussion 

does not get banalized by fast moving environment of social media in comparison to other 

topics such as topics about entertainment or sharing private life. If political topics get largely 

spread into a cluster and nodes forming the social network get exposed enough; political 

topics continues to raise attention and awareness, in addition to that political topics get their 

peak (sudden increase in volume of conversation) much earlier than other topics and 

preserves the volume of discussion. Therefore, it is in the nature of political topics to spread 

more, faster and easier on Twitter and this aspect is shown in scholarly work.  

Romero, Meeder and Kleinberg studied an exceptional contagion phenomenon on a social 

network; spread of hashtags in 2011 in Twitter. They looked into quantitative probability of 

social networking nodes to adopt or not adopt usage of a hashtag. Hashtags defines tweets 

written by users about a common subject tagged by a phrase including # sign in the front, 

concatenated together that also gives ability so browse all messages containing that specific 

hashtag by clicking that exact phrase on the site. Hashtags are an easy way to follow up 
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discussions on Twitter and also to spread messages. Hashtags are proven to diffuse by 

complex contagion on Twitter by both numbers of exposures to them and also different 

nodes of a social network getting involved with them surrounding non-activated nodes 

(Romero et al. 2011). This contagion of hashtags first increases slowly but later on they 

reach a plateau by which discussion becomes saturated until a plateau leaves its place to 

decrease of volume of discussion (ibid).  

Romero, Meeder and Kleinberg (2011) compares political information spread to the spread 

of another popular fraction of topics called ‘idiom hashtags’ in their study. Idiom hashtags 

are rather common on Twitter and might include any subject like entertainment or personal 

sharing from which Romero, Meeder and Kleinberg gave examples such as 

#cantlivewithout, #dontyouhate or #musicmonday (2011, p. 696). Those tags about popular 

culture and online sharing seem to relate with many people, they feed into many users 

expectation of Twitter but they actually get banalized by users after certain times of 

exposure and they lose their peak of tweets, they also get a lot slower after reaching their 

highest peak point in comparison to political topics or political hashtags (Romero et al. 

2011).  

Even though a political topic is controversial to one user, some numbers of exposure to it by 

the help of online clusters can drag that user to discuss it (Ghasemiesfeh et al. 2013; Shuai et 

al. 2012). Forasmuch as this can be a driving force of Obama’s success in 2008 by his big 

social media team, investing efforts to social media and Twitter constantly (Greengard, 

2009; Zhang, 2010). A number of quantitative research about social contagion show that 

politicians should invest more involvement into online crowds although the research on this 

area is relatively new and there are not too many peer reviewed papers (Ghasemiesfeh et al. 

2013; Romero et al. 2011; Shuai et al. 2012). 

Overall topics about different subjects on Twitter show different mechanics of spread 

probabilities; some topics require more exposure and some less, on the other hand some 

topics lose their interest from users and wipe out faster than some other (Ghasemiesfeh et al. 

2013; Romero et al. 2011; Shuai et al. 2012). This discovery opens doors to many other 

researches about the subject in the future to be conducted both in offline and online world.  
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The concept of homophily still plays role on spreading a message online because a great 

number of exposures to a certain topic creates the homophily for a user within his/her online 

social cluster (Lawrence et al 2010 and Romero et al. 2011). The user becomes related to the 

cluster that turned to be interested to a specific topic after many exposures (ibid).  

Some very recent work investigates relations of homophily and online information spread 

that shows different pathways for different topics; for example researchers found out that 

political topics show more peer to peer correlation and hashtags about common social life 

such as #timebackthursday show more heterogeneous clusters (Anagnostopoulos et al. 2008 

& Crandall et al. 2008). The heat about political topics even raises during political 

campaigns and online networks both getting exposed to subjects and spreading the messages 

multiply, this multiplication creates a chain effect by more and more exposure and more and 

more spread (ibid). Another unique finding of Romero, Meeder and Kleinberg’s research is 

that theories of social contagion developed for the offline world can be applicable to Twitter 

and as long as large data sets can be collected and observed they can be tested on online 

clusters (2011, p. 704).  

Some studies on social contagion on Twitter differ from previous work done on email 

sharing chains. Email forwarding invitation were first spreading the email but suddenly 

disappearing, the chain was getting interrupted so researchers claimed that online social 

network do not simulate similar scenarios to offline social environment (Wu et al. 2004). 

Similar researches done about word-of-mouth recommendations and again they showed that 

word-of-mouth marketing for products get stuck after a couple of steps of spread (Laskovec 

et al. 2007). Laskovec again studied spread on weblogs with a different team of researchers 

that time; but results were not as significant as Romero’s research on Twitter, especially on 

political context. Chains of spread on weblog does not include too many nodes within the 

network, nor continued the spread with a long tail of distribution (ibid). It did not create a 

significant peak either such as political topics on Twitter in work of Romero and colleagues 

(Romero et al. 2011 and Laskovec, Adamic et al. 2007).  
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III. II. II. Retweet Behavior in Relation to Social Contagion 

Another significant research about contagion on Twitter is done by Lerman, Ghosh and 

Surachawala in 2012. Their study shows interesting findings about the retweets phenomenon 

that was described in the background section of this study (Lerman et al. 2012). Some tweets 

get very much contagious, they spread by retweeting to a great number of nodes but some 

other tweets get no attention by the network at all (ibid).  

Lerman and his colleagues research also includes spread of messages on another social 

media site called Digg which has different usage design than Twitter but is also 

asymmetrical in terms of usage so this way they can look into the contagion of online 

messages in different asymmetrical social media sites and compare them with each other. 

Maybe the most important difference in between two social media sites is their terminology 

and network nature: on Digg users ‘vote’ for content that please them and to push it for more 

exposure of peers and they retweet the tweet they want to spread on Twitter. Lerman et al. 

found that Twitter has less interconnected network and a tree-like structure of network that 

sometime complicated the spread of messages to a larger audience (ibid). That is a good 

feature for accounts that wish to spread messages such as a political party account, making a 

promise about after elections phase. This study again discusses the importance of homophily 

and polarization on contagion of ideas on a network and spread of messages on social media 

sites; information spread outside of ones cluster is different from information spread inside 

cluster (ibid).  

Overall frequency on spreading a political campaign message on Twitter and reaching out to 

clusters exterior of a parties or a politicians absolute supporters is key for getting retweets 

which define the measure to be contagious on medium. Networking behavior that eliminates 

homophily and reaching out to different clusters of people, getting into two-ways 

communication without considering peoples political views can differentiate a political 

campaigns success using this medium, just like the American president of today has done it 

some years ago. 

Microblogging represent significant potential to increase voters contribution to political 

discussion, ‘retweeting’ behavior is an effective mechanism for politicians’ messages 
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diffusion, it is an ideal mechanism for political views to gain online support after all 

retweeting behavior can be easily associated with publicly agree with, as well as to 

reinforce, someone’s political opinions or thoughts (Stiegltz et al. 2012, p. 3500). Some peer 

reviewed articles include a great deal of research about only retweet behavior on Twitter and 

they discuss how information spread into Twitter’s clusters by retweets and how this spread 

becomes a contagion of discussing a specific retweeted subject. 

Lerman and Hodas in another study that they worked on qualitative features of tweets over 

time and possibilities which affect retweeting behavior, found that a tweets stickiness, in 

other words probability to be retweeted decays by time (Hodas et al. 2012). This finding is 

interesting because the time of tweeting becomes important for the users who want to spread 

messages to large audiences such as politicians, old tweets wouldn’t be sticky and tweets 

would be their own most sticky when newly posted (ibid). Because Lerman and Hodas say 

that when a message is easy to discover (appearing on the home page because it is newly 

posted), it is more spreadable and more likely to become contagious. But their research also 

finds out another Twitter specific pathway that nodes that are connected to too many other 

nodes by following them are much more difficult to retweet a message due to too much 

content they receive and diminishing attention to every single tweet.  

Their work lead to a formula to calculate possibility of a networking node to become 

activated by a tweet, in other words contagious or retweeting. The formula to possibility to 

retweet a message for a node-A or retweetability of a message written by a node-B is the 

novelty of the message divided by tweets per ties that interconnect node-A and node-B 

(Hodas et al. 2012). The retweetability possibility in another study is also related to 

including a link to another webpage, using a hashtag, using media in tweets, the number of 

other users following the source account of the tweet and even the age of the audience 

(Stiegltz et al. 2012, p. 3500). 

Positive or negative emotions usage on politicians message or simply the number of 

messages in a given time and also number of their followers on Twitter can also be factors 

which effect retweetability of a message (Stiegltz et al. 2012; Leavit et al. 2009; also Porter, 

2009 & Tumasjan et al. 2010). Smith and Petty also have brought another angle to 

discussion of publicly shared messages in 1996 by their finding, they claim that publicly 
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shared messages which include positive or negative affirmation are much more likely to be 

shared, in case of Twitter retweeted, when they are unexpected. This is why in the following 

sections, this study will analyze affect of negative and positive affirmation separately and 

compare them to each other, alongside looking at tweets containing any other media or links 

to a webpage and also common tweet subject of the politicians within the limitation of this 

study. Overall Stiegltz and Dang-Xuan (2012, p. 3504) claims: ‘the more words indicating 

affective processes a political Twitter message contains, the more often it will be retweeted.’ 

After Twitter’s first launch in 2006 untill today, the body of research conducted about its’ 

use and the body of research which collected data from the platform shows that the usage of 

the microblogging site twitter.com will be subject to many other scholars’ work in the 

following years in relation to political communication, as the worldwide usage also seems to 

continue increasing.  
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IV. Methodology and Materials 

 

In this chapter I will be clarifying how the data for this study have been collected and how it 

has been analyzed. What kind of methodology has been used for this study will also be part 

of this chapter. Further on, the material that has been collected will also be described in 

depth, which would help readers to comprehend the following chapter about results and 

findings. This methodology chapter tries to explain how the methods were aligned with the 

aim of this study and how they have been designed to be objective and reliable. The methods 

used in this work had the purpose to collect the data accurately and process it simultaneously 

while collection to make it ready for the next chapter. Thanks to the methods used, this 

study will be able to answer both parts of the research question: first how the medium was 

used by chosen accounts within the limitations of timeframe and secondly how the public 

using the same medium is reacting to different kind of messages by means of this specific 

medium, Twitter. 

 

This case of Twitter usage was chosen to study because of the immense volume of 

discussion about Twitter usage in Turkey on traditional media, the discussion were often 

about governments censorship executions to the site which was presented on Chapter II. of 

background. Another reason to choose this case was the ability to apply the methods; easy 

assess to the material of content provided by politicians and also other users activity around 

that content thanks to the asymmetrical model of Twitter (Porter, 2009). I should also add 

that Turkish politicians and political parties tweets were heading traditional medias 

headlines for recent years and this also attracted my attention to choose this area for the 

study. As a Turkish citizen, I also admit that following up all those activities around political 

tweets just before elections was very interesting to me personally, as well as trying to find 

out traces of online social contagion is. 

 

Even tough only one week of data collection was chosen at the beginning of the study and 

the number of accounts to collect data was limited, the final collection of materials were 

very productive in terms of driving results and findings. The use of the software called 
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Microsoft Excel to sample data and draw graphs that helped me to compare findings was 

also very helpful both for me as the researcher and also for the reader to easily see the 

results.  

 

Another point about the data used in this work is that, it has a lot of similarities with data 

used in the peer-reviewed articles that have been used to develop the literature review 

chapter which were including data analysis of Twitter. Researchers were using very similar 

methods of collecting data (Aragon et al. 2013; Criado et al. 2012; Romero et al. 2011; 

Glassman et al. 2009; Leavitt et al. 2009; Lerman et al. 2012). They were also using very 

similar amount of data thus the most common big difference is that I collected the data by 

hand, sometimes using a web application called ‘Export Tweet’ (Export tweet, n.d.) but in 

any case I had to browse the tweet online and see how it looked on Twitter interface to 

understand what kind of media it includes or not. The peer reviewed articles that I have been 

mentioning are often using Twitter API (application programing interface), which helps 

them collect the data automatically by ease and pace and also draw graphs in order to follow 

up interactions by time by the help of software development (Api overview, n.d.). If the 

available resources would be including more coding time and more experience; this study 

could also use Twitter API but the amount of data chosen and the time limit allowed data 

collection by hand. Overall data collection by hand is assuring the reserve of data in a very 

useful way too in cases of collecting data from webpages thus webpages can be updated by 

users in time and data collection by hand can result in more detailed content analysis, 

researchers of social sciences often recommend manual data collection for similar studies 

(Lewis et al. 2013, p. 8). This chapter will further include more information about how the 

data was collected.  

 

In order to fully answer the research question these methods were used: data collection, 

manually coding the data by qualitative content analysis and quantitative analysis to draw 

framework for the findings. Those findings are further discussed on the following chapter in 

order to create discussions and comparisons of results.  
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IV. I. Mixed Methods: Using Qualitative and Quantitative Research 

Strategies 

 

Creswell’s explanation of mixed methods in social sciences holds a light to this study, it 

does not only define the methodology of this work but also leads how to realize it (2013, p. 

18). According to Creswell, mixed methods ‘tends to base knowledge claims on pragmatic 

grounds’, it involves data collection of numeric values and also content collection in order to 

turn them into qualitative and quantitative information (ibid). The research conducted for 

this work was result and consequence oriented, I wanted to draw graphs both for quantitative 

and qualitative discussions around tweets and use them to further discuss the research 

question and this idea helped the data collection design.  

 

Qualitative and quantitative research can be mixed in different ways (Bryman, 2006, p. 2). 

In this case, quantitative data revealed numeric findings at first and then this sample became 

part of qualitative discussion by the help of content analysis. Each time findings led the 

work to new questions first quantitative and then qualitative approaches have been executed 

again to release more discussion.  

 

The data has been examined during data collection phase simultaneously in order to 

effective use of time and as well as to check if the data collection was bringing expected 

results. This study needed coding of specific distinctions for each collected tweet; 

expressing negative or positive affirmation, containing media file or not and what kind of 

common subject the tweet is related to. This coding for further qualitative and quantitative 

analysis has been done simultaneously, everyday that the data has been collected.  

 

 

Limitations  

 

Limitations in this studies data collection and examination were that the data could be more 

segmented in terms of use of time; it could include retweets actions and like actions received 

from users to be collected by timestamps. In other words, if a digital tool would be 
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developed and used for the data collection, this study could also collect timing of every 

occurred retweet and like behavior. By this way, this study could visualize more about 

spread of tweets, such as illustrations of retweets and like clouds in relation to time but this 

kind of data collection required much more time invested into this study and it required me 

to code an API application to collect timestamps of each and every action. Overall the 

resources limited this kind of possible further work with a great deal.    

 

 

IV. II. Choosing Twitter Accounts to Analyze 
This study is highly related with political agenda presented on the background section and 

elections of Turkey because the pre-general elections period was chosen to collect the data 

to analyze it in terms of stickiness. Analyzing stickiness will follow up ideas of Romero and 

his colleagues discussing that similar kind of messages on Twitter spread similarly (Romero 

et al. 2011, p. 695). Therefore similar quantitative aspects of different messages could draw 

patterns aligning with each other by probability of adoption of messages (ibid.). To observe 

the probability of adoption of politicians or political parties tweets presented time period 

was chosen simply because citizens get activated by political discussion on public arena 

during pre-election phases and politicians share more and more messages on social media 

before elections for their campaigns (Bruns et al. 2011, p. 37-38; Larsson et al. 2012, p. 

733). Presumingly, a timeframe outside of election campaign phase would not bring so 

many tweets in short time period from chosen political accounts, nor so many interactions 

between politicians and electorate online. 

 

 

Sampling  

 

Sampling has been the most important phase of methodology thus it could also define what 

kind of data was going to be collected and how much interactions was going to be gathered. 

Primarily, collecting tweets from users with similar political roles has been decided such as, 

collecting political parties tweets and comparing them with each other or collecting 

politicians’ tweets and comparing them with each other. Looking at the politicians’ accounts 
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on Twitter, it was hard to create a homogenous sample to answer the research question; first 

of all some accounts were highly active some weeks and quiet some others differing 

according to countries agenda. Some accounts that were hold by governmental officials such 

as ministers were publishing a lot of messages about executive organs work and interactions 

around those kinds of messages had no relation to elections or electoral campaigns. 

Choosing governmental officials such as ministers, bureaucrats and deputies’ accounts 

would be subjective on that sense. And also some politicians were certainly more popular 

than others, sometimes even because of previous profession. These reasons were forming up 

a very heterogeneous environment in relation to sampling to this work. So I decided to 

collect tweets from political parties accounts and compare them with other political parties 

and also decided to collect tweets from political parties leaders and compare them with each 

other. This way, I also tried to dedicate equal observation effort to each party in order to stay 

completely objective.  

 

To decide which accounts to chose to collect data from, I first tried to find every officially 

listed political party in Turkey and find out if they have active Twitter accounts or their 

leaders have active accounts. This list was long and did not give much result (Siyasi partiler, 

n.d.). Then I decided to use results from last general elections just because the last elections 

were rendered less then 5 months ago thus the elections that I am covering in this work are 

early elections resulted after the elections realized in 7th of June 2015 not helping political 

parties to form a government. According to Supreme Electoral Council of Turkey’s results 

four parties got representation at the parliament in June 2015; Nationalist Movement Party, 

People’s Democratic Party, Republican People’s Party, Justice and Development Party (25. 

Donem milletvekili genel secimi sonucu, n.d.). All those four parties had institutional 

Twitter accounts with a large number of followers and following, they were also actively 

using Twitter by sending tweets regularly. So those four accounts were chosen for the study 

with users names listed here: @akparti for Justice and Development Party, @herkesicinchp 

for Republican People’s Party, @hdpgenelmerkezi for People’s Democratic Party, 

@mhpbilgi for Nationalist Movement Party. Note that all those four accounts are verified 

accounts at Twitter as verified accounts are described in the background chapter (Faqs about 

verified accounts, n.d.). 
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Later on I tried to determine the accounts for politicians using the same source of Supreme 

Electoral Council of Turkey’s results for parties elected for the parliament and looking at 

their leaders on Twitter. All parties’ leaders had active Twitter accounts, sending tweets 

regularly and having large number of followers and following. In these phase there were a 

limitation by People’s Democratic Party’s duplicated leader who didn’t have an active 

Twitter account nor was verified by Twitter, please bear in mind that People’s Democratic 

Party has two official leaders but one less active than the other in practice who also were not 

active in Twitter. So those four accounts were chosen for the study with users names listed 

here: @ahmet_davutoglu for Justice and Development Party’s leader, @kilicdarogluk for 

Republican People’s Party’s leader, @hdpdemirtas for People’s Democratic Party’s leader, 

@dbdevletbahceli for Nationalist Movement Party’s leader. Note that all those four accounts 

are verified account at Twitter as verified accounts are described in the background chapter 

(Faqs about verified accounts, n.d.). 

 

Finally, this selections ended up on 8 different accounts; 4 institutional and 4 personal; all 

verified by Twitter; 4 belonging to 4 different political party and 4 belonging to 4 different 

political party leader. After this selection tweets were collected daily for the presented time 

frame, this is process is further explained in the following pages.  

 

 

IV. III. Quantitative Aspects of Data Collection 

 

At the end of data collection a large number of tweets were collected. The number of tweets 

send by each account is presented below: 

 

@akparti   185 tweets 

@herkesicinchp 103 tweets 

@hdpgenelmerkezi  69 tweets 

@mhpbilgi  100 tweets 

@ahmet_davutoglu  33 tweets 

@kilicdarogluk  12 tweets 
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@hdpdemirtas  10 tweets 

@dbdevletbahceli  32 tweets 

 

A total of 544 tweets were collected within the selected time frame from which 457 tweets 

were coming from institutional accounts and 87 coming from personal accounts.   

 

 

Timing of data collection 

 

Timing of data collection was very important for this study. Timing had two important 

aspects; first aspect was the time frame to collect data in other words starting time for data 

collection and end time for the data collection. Second aspect is when to collect the tweets 

and other actions data after it being published on the platform. 

 

Looking at the amount of tweets that scholars’ use for peer reviewed articles and also 

looking at the chosen accounts volume of tweets during the previous pre-election campaign 

period of May-June 2015, I decided that one week of data collection would provide a good 

base to work with (Aragon et al. 2013; Criado et al. 2012; Romero et al. 2011; Glassman et 

al. 2009; Leavitt et al. 2009; Lerman et al. 2012). Finally for the time frame of one week 

before elections have been chosen which means that the tweets written on the days of 25th, 

26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th and 31st of October 2015 were collected daily but also because the 

effects of those tweets were appearing after they were published, I collected those tweets 

after one day but daily and manually on 26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th and 31st of October 2015 

and 1st of November 2015 which relates to second aspect of timing. 

 

The second aspect of timing is when to collect the tweet after it has been published on the 

platform and an average of 24 hours has been chosen for this. Because most of the messages 

in Twitter get a peak of effect and continues to spread by retweets behavior and after a while 

reaches a plateau and fades the acceleration that they gain until acceleration becomes zero, 

this phenomenon can also be noticeable and observable on the work of Romero et al. (2011, 

p. 699&700) and Yardi et al. (2010, p. 9). In the period of pre-election when political online 
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discussion gets attention and becomes fed by new messages often, it was necessary to wait 

24 hours to see appearing retweets and likes but this time limit was also enough because 

observation about previous tweets showed that most of the politicians tweets from chosen 

accounts were reaching their plateau within 24 hours time. So briefly, during the period of 

26th, 27th, 28th, 29th, 30th and 31st of October 2015 and 1st of November 2015 I collected 

tweets from chosen accounts for the previous day together with number of likes and number 

of retweets at the time each day before 12 pm Turkish local time during 2 to 3 hours. 

 

This collection resulted in numbers of retweets and likes presented below: 

 

@akparti   32160 likes  29088 retweets   

@herkesicinchp 42823 likes 32749 retweets 

@hdpgenelmerkezi  34001 likes  24101 retweets  

@mhpbilgi  51664 likes  42130 retweets  

@ahmet_davutoglu  15356 likes 13456 retweets 

@kilicdarogluk  24647 likes  14503 retweets 

@hdpdemirtas  74359 likes  48487 retweets 

@dbdevletbahceli  37141 likes  28207 retweets 

 

A total of 312151 like and 232721 retweet behaviors were collected within the selected time 

frame in relation to 8 chosen accounts. Until this phase of data saving all collection was 

quantitative in nature. 

 

 

IV. IV. Qualitative Aspects of Data Collection  
 

Positive and Negative affirmations 

 

After all predefined Twitter activity was manually collected from all selected accounts 

content analysis phase has started. First of all I coded each tweet by negative or positive 

regarding on the affirmation used on the tweet, it is necessary to note that this is not 
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grammatical distinction between negative and positive affirmations. This distinction was 

already explained in Chapter I. as following: 

 

For positive affirmations, this study considers any kind of statement that expresses positive 

thoughts, feelings and behavior such as hope, happiness, good wishes, congratulations, 

expressions of gratitude and positive promises to the readers or in this occasion, voters. For 

negative affirmations, this study considers all kinds of sharp criticisms towards other 

politicians or event, all kinds of negative wishes, all comments about negative aspects of the 

countries agenda, all pessimistic statement about countries democratic, economical or social 

situation. There are also many messages, so called tweets that cannot be categorized as 

negative or positive because of their very nature, examples of those neutral tweets will be 

shown in Chapter V. 

 

According to Grunig’s ‘excellence theory’, the asymmetric one-way communication model 

that is called press agentry is used to convince citizens by politicians and it includes often 

sensational and usually negative or positive affirmations (2008, p. 18). Grunig notes that 

most politicians use press agentry on social media. We can also see the distinction of 

positive and negative affirmation in Stiegltz et al. (2012, p. 3503) and Leavit et al. (2009) 

and they explain that those are one of the factors which affects retweetability of a message 

on Twitter. Smith and Petty say that if peers share positive or negative affirmation publicly 

those affirmations gain more tendencies to be shared (1996, p. 258).  

 

Tweets Containing Other Media 

 

During the phase of data collection I have noticed that many tweets were containing media 

such as pictures, videos or even links to webpages containing media. I have coded the 

existence of such rich content manually after collection of data daily. The existence of media 

files in shared messages relates to interactivity provided by online electoral campaigns and 

interactivity creates more involvement and discussions, it results in word-of-mouth 

marketing, in other words helps spreading politicians messages (Lilleker et al. 2010, p. 4 to 
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11). West talked about use of video by Obama for his campaign in 2008 and how the use of 

video helped his campaign to reach larger audiences (West, 2013, p. 7). But still the 

literature contains no clear distinction for use of media files, especially a distinction of 

stickiness of a Twitter message containing a media file such as pictures or videos. However 

having this distinction coded and ready to use, this study will also look into comparison in 

between tweets including media and tweets not including media. This distinction can 

hopefully lead to further discussion too; it can even look into an aspect that has not been 

looked before about Twitter’s political campaigning use.  

Main subjects  

 

Subjects of messages could be interesting to code and analyze following all the other details 

of the data collected from Twitter. Selection of main subjects has only looked to big picture; 

for instance ‘war against terror’ was one of the common subjects of politicians and political 

parties tweets but those messages talked about different terrorist organizations, they could be 

defending or accusing different parties according to current agenda however a general 

subject distinction has been made so they were selected and put under the subject of ‘war 

against terror’. When there were a number of tweets talking about a specific subject coming 

from different accounts, this situation represented an opportunity to compare messages 

about these similar subjects. I should also explain that the primary list of main subjects and 

the final one used in this work were not exactly the same. In contrary, this list was updating 

and evolving during the process of data collection. Because every day of data collection and 

as well as afterwards, I read every tweet again and again for number of times and worked on 

clustering the subjects. For example tweets belonging to main subject called ‘war against 

terror’ could be coming from a different distinction of main subject chosen at the beginning 

of this study in relation to war against terror, such as tweets about a specific terrorist 

organization. To develop the list of main subjects, each time I read the tweets again, I tried 

to choose a broader, umbrella main subject selection for them so that there will be a bigger 

cluster to compare within itself and with other clusters. This methodology has followed up 

the writings of Bryman (2012) about defining themes for qualitative analysis; he also 

recommended repetitive reading of data used in a study (p. 579). 
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Bartlett (also on Gran and Moon, 2010, p. 1-2) tells users tend to focus on more alternative, 

day-to-day subjects discussion on Twitter (2009). Grant and Moon also found out that users 

on Twitter could focus more on alternative subjects within their interactions with politicians 

(2010). During the data collection it was noticeable that some general subjects such as 

democracy, gratitude, women’s rights, economy, critics about current agenda were 

clustering on tweets. Alternative subjects were rarely discussed by politicians and political 

parties accounts, some accounts paid attention to women rights, public peace and youth as a 

main subject, the results occurred in accordance of this distinction of main subjects will be 

discussed in the results and analysis chapter. This subjects’ effect on retweet behavior and 

like behavior will also be presented in the following chapter.  

 

 

IV. V. Reliability and Validity of Methodology 

Regardless of qualitative or quantitative analysis is used in a study, reliability and validity 

can become questioned by peers because by nature, any scientific work should prove that 

analysis is valid by its proposition and reliable by consistent measurement.   

 

When qualitative studies are in question, reliability defines findings to be persistent and to 

be able to reconstruct; validity defines objectivity of the researcher to share the facts 

(Silverman, 2011, p. 352). A research methodology and data collection should be shared in 

very detailed manner and described in order to eliminate any possible doubts. Theoretical 

background also has to be defined so that methodology and analysis would follow up 

theoretical framework (ibid, p. 37).  

 

The reliability can be found in a research only if steps of research are well presented with 

transparency and have been followed up with the same guideline of theoretical framework 

trough out the work (Creswell, 2009, p. 109). The literature view section in this study 

covered many similar researches and findings to present a stable guideline to be followed up 

as a theoretical framework, which suit with the suggestions of Silverman (2011, p. 360-367).  
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The fact that all the data in this research is transparent, assessable by everybody online and 

also that the data is also shared at the end of this work is to assure reliability of this study 

(see Appendix I.). The data presented on Appendix I. contains all accessible tweet IDs and 

urls used in this work (on the time of writing this work) alongside with their coding of 

containing media or not, containing negative or positive affirmations, their main subject, 

timing of tweet and as well as number of retweets and likes.  

 

In this study every data source selection and data collection process was explained 

completely and as it occurred. But still, some coding of the data was done in a qualitative 

way, during which interpretation could be possible. To avoid subjective interpretation all 

facts has been shared, as well as the data itself has added at the end and authenticity has 

been tried to be proven as Creswell explains it (2009, p. 191).  

 

The source of data in this study was also selected objectively. I tried to collect data in 

different layers of qualitative and quantitative aspects such as the actual content shared and 

numeric responses from peers’ actions to the content to simulate triangulation as described 

in Silverman (2011, p. 303). The data collection was checked and compared to the site 

several times on each séance of data collecting which took 7 days. Quantitative coding of the 

data was also checked for accuracy during the work with the sample to create stability 

between codes through out the time consumed for this work. The study attempts to render 

detailed evaluation of data by looking at the collection from many different aspects and 

discussing it openly.  

 

This study is not trying to define absolute patterns for social media usage of the subject case 

or not trying to predict election results but trying to find out different patterns of stickiness 

and is trying to explain this specific case in detail for further discussions presenting 

particular results by authenticity and transparency. 
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V. Results and Analysis 

 

This chapter goes into detail to analyze and discuss the data collection presented in the 

previous chapter in order to achieve the aim of this study. It will look into how politicians 

and political parties in Turkey used their Twitter accounts during their electoral campaigns 

and it will try to compare their way of usage of the medium using qualitative data. 

Meanwhile, this results and analysis chapter will also talk about interactions received from 

online audiences on Twitter and will compare quantitative findings of interactions in relation 

to qualitative data collection. The study has used mixed methods to put together the data set 

presented, those methods are quantitative data collection and quantitative content analysis. It 

firstly collected data from web applications by the help of another web application and also 

manually saving the data. The data has been coded simultaneously with collection, later on 

coding of the data has been checked many times for consistency by reading the content 

again and again. The details about quantitative data collection and qualitative content 

analysis have been presented on the previous chapter of methodology. Finally, qualitative 

content coding of the data has been transformed to quantitative results again, which gave 

possibility to compare the content, by number of occurrences and reflections appeared on 

social media site Twitter during electoral campaigns in Turkey. 

In the following sub-sections of this chapter, the research question will be discussed 

alongside with the findings and it will be answered as detailed as possible. In other words, 

this chapter will first try to find out how Turkish political actors are using Twitter for their 

electoral campaigns, how heavily they are using the medium, what king of qualitative 

aspects their messages show. It will also look into interactions realized by online audiences 

via examination of quantitative data in return to different qualitative aspects of messages.  

The purpose of this study is to look into instant effects of political accounts’ messages on 

Twitter in terms of appreciation and adoption. Appreciation and adoption are defining 

stickiness of a message in this work according to Romero and his colleagues (2011, p.695) 

because they are showing the eventuality of spread of them. In order to understand 

expressed appreciation of shared messages, this study looks into ‘like’ behaviors as also 
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explained on the Chapter I. (p. 13) and II. (p. 20&21). This is because like behavior only 

means that the receiver liked the content but the receiver doesn’t give additional power to 

the message by spreading it to other users, the liker (the receiver who likes a message) only 

informs the writer about his/her appreciation of the content (Twitter, 2015 and also The 

official twitter blog, 2015). But retweet behavior is much more effective in terms of 

spreading an electoral campaign content and expresses adoption of a message just because it 

is the key mechanism for information diffusion on this medium (Suh et al., 2010, p. 8). 

Retweet behavior publishes the message to all followers of the retweeter too so it diffuses 

the message to larger audiences. By segmenting the messages in different qualitative aspects 

and comparing them in numbers, this study tries to find out if in this case of observation any 

kind of content was triggering more interaction such as like behavior or retweet behavior. 

This study discusses these findings: 

• Number of messages shared 

• Number of interactions received in form of approval (like behaviors) 

• Number of interactions received in form of adoption (retweet behaviors) 

• The use of media files such as pictures or videos in relation to received interactions 

• The use of positive or negative affirmations in messages in relation to received interactions 

• Interactions received according to the common content subjects discussed in the messages  

• Different types of messages receiving the most interactions for different accounts.  

 

This work was encouraged by many peer-reviewed articles’ findings about Twitter’s usage 

on political discussions both by politicians and citizens. The findings were emerged also by 

the help of literature review that showed the possible discussions around different kind of 

content usage on Twitter and also a large number of sources discussing usage of social 

media for electoral campaigns.  

In this chapter, different communicational values that have been presented by different kind 

of content used for political campaigning on social media will be observed.  
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Empirical study 

It should be noted that this study was empirical. Before the data collection period ended it 

was impossible to assume how much and what kind of data would be received, if the data 

collection would be too much to handle or too little to draw conclusions. As a result some 

chosen accounts show much less content sharing activity than expected but on the other 

hand some account have been much more active than before the data collection period. After 

the coding phase has been completed and I started to read every messages again and again 

for consistency of coding, in order to divide them into positive or negative affirmations 

categories and also divide them into main subject groups, I understood that the process was 

much more longer and time consuming than I expected. In every stage of this study, I tried 

to be completely objective and frank.  

In the methodology section, all the process and the reasons to chose every account has been 

explained in detail. Overall, this study leans on qualitative findings but has used a great 

amount of quantitative work in order to reach qualitative findings thus it uses mixed 

methods. It is necessary to state that most of the previous research mentioned on the 

literature review chapter was non-empirical and data collection processes are conducted 

after messages appeared online. They often collect messages from a very heterogeneous 

sample of accounts forasmuch as they collect all interactions related to some discussion 

subject. Here in this chapter, it is possible to discuss findings around a very homogenous 

sample and compare tweeting behaviors of an account to another.     

  

Looking for answers to research question 

The research question has two parts. Firstly, it looks from political actors side and ask about 

examination of how the account has been used to publish messages on Twitter. Secondly, it 

looks on audiences’ side and argues how audiences received the messages following up the 

interaction levels to understand appreciation and adoption. In the following sub-sections, 

this order will also be applied, first the tweets from political actors accounts will be 

presented and then the interaction levels will be discussed.  
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V. I. Quantitative Analysis of Account Activities and Interactivities 

In this section account activities according to collected data will be discussed. The total 

number of shared messages by politicians will be looked into, since literature proposed that 

politicians should get in contact with citizens online (Porter, 2009; Bartlett, 2009 and also 

Macnamara, 2008 and Leavit et al. 2009). 

Later the numbers of likes and retweets that politicians and political parties received will be 

compared by account. The figure below (Figure IV.) also shows the difference between like 

behavior and retweets behavior for an account; on left we can see that original sender of a 

message only gets appreciation from other users (nodes), a digital way of expressing that the 

shared message was in accord with receivers understanding. On the right, looking at the 

retweeters behavior, it is possible to see that the message becomes transmitted to other users 

(nodes), turning retweeter account to a messenger of the same message. Non-activated nodes 

and activated nodes phenomenon in online complex contagion process changes some of the 

nodes by adoption of ideology, thoughts or else behavior in case of behavioral contagion 

(Lerman et al. 2012). 

 

Figure IV. – Liker interaction (left) versus retweeter interaction (right) showing blue nodes 

as activated by contagion and orange nodes being in neutral phase echoing the writings of 

Lerman et al. (2012). 
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Political Party Accounts 

 

 

Figure V. – Political Party Accounts Statistics (for more details see Appendix I.)  

As it is shown in Figure V. 457 tweets have been shared by political party accounts that all 

gained representation at the parliament after the elections as well. (Only those four parties 

got representation at the parliament.) A total of 128.068 retweet behavior by those accounts 

followers have been recorded alongside 160.648 like behavior. Each of those activities can 

be done only once by a Twitter account holder so this number represent 128.068 retweeter 

accounts and 160.648 liker accounts.  

Some interesting results were shown by retweets per tweet and like per tweet ratios. The 

account with name @mhpbilgi belonging to Nationalist Movement Party has received 

421,30 retweets per tweet and 516,64 like per tweet, this proportion is out numbering every 

other parties ratios. These ratios were followed by @hdpgenelmerkezi and @herkesicinchp. 

The party that won the elections with the highest number of votes, @akparti has the lowest 

retweet and like ratio per tweet. @akparti has received 157,23 retweets per tweet and 173,84 

like per tweet. The interesting fact here is that those two accounts have similar amount of 

follower numbers on the platform pointing out that they have similar volume of audience at 

the beginning of data collection phase; around 252 thousand to around 279 thousand of 

users.  
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In other words, the account with the highest retweet and like ratios is three times more 

interactive with its followers than @akparti (the account with the lowest retweet and like 

ratios). The tweets of @mhpbilgi have received an average of 516.64 times of appreciation 

and an average of 421.30 times of adoption. The tweets of @akparti have received an 

average of 173.84 times of appreciation and an average of 157.23 times of adoption. Here it 

can be seen that some parties messages on Twitter can be much more stickier than other and 

also that like ratios and retweet ratios are very similar to each other for every account. So 

there is no big differences for appreciation or adoption for each account. But stickiness is 

highly differing from account to account. Overall we can also say that the level of 

appreciation is always higher than adoption, in other words likes are always higher than 

retweets on each account. 

These ratios are conflicting with findings from Sutcu et al. (2014) and Tumasjan et al. 

(2010) on a level, they are both relating electoral success with Twitter interactions volume 

and finding similar traces on Twitter and on election results. It is necessary to note that 

Tumasjan et al. (2010) uses a large volume of citizen accounts to conclude into his 

predictions and this sample which looks into political actors accounts gave very different 

results. It can be asserted that the party that got most of the votes (@akparti) has a lower 

interaction level with his followers on Twitter via its institutional account. It has the lowest 

like and retweet ratio. This parties account followers seldom showed appreciation and 

adoption to this accounts and all other parties have better interaction (like and retweet ratio) 

levels. The two parties that got the least votes at elections have the highest ratio of 

interaction with their followers. Looking at the Figure V. it is simply possible to say that the 

noisier account (with 185 tweets) that gets the least level of interaction got the most votes at 

the end of the elections and this is an interesting result to discuss.  
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Politicians’ Accounts  

 

 

Figure VI. – Politicians’ Accounts Statistics (for more details see Appendix I.)  

As it is shown in Figure VI., 87 tweets have been shared by political party leaders from all 

the parties that gain representation at the parliament. A total of 104,653 retweet behaviors 

and 151.503 like behaviors have been recorded in return to messages of those accounts. 

These numbers of retweets and likes represent the same amount of accounts on the platform 

separately because one account can only retweet and/or like once another’s message. 

We can see that politicians themselves are receiving much more interactions from their 

audiences on Twitter as well as they have much more follower numbers than their party 

accounts. All political party leaders have a number of millions of followers but political 

party accounts had between 252k and 438k followers. They also have a lot higher interaction 

level if looked into like and retweet behavior ratios. The lowest retweet behavior ratio is 

407.76 belonging to the party leader whose party got the highest votes on elections 

(@ahmet_davutoglu) and he also has lowest like behavior ratio with 465.33 likes per tweet.  

The account with name @hdpdemirtas belonging to People’s Democratic Party’s leader has 

received a very high amount of retweets (4848.7 per tweet) and likes (7435.9 per tweet) 

even though he was not publishing much content, just 10 tweets during last week before 

elections and even though he has the least number of followers. He (@hdpdemirtas) 
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published an average of ~1,5 tweets per day, a very low number if compared with winning 

leader of the elections (@ahmet_davutoglu); ~5 tweets per day. 

The high number of interactions created by @hdpdemirtas showing appreciations (likes) and 

adoption (retweets) of arguments conflicts with the electoral results. In this case, it is 

possible to discuss if the addressed crowds on Twitter (follower numbers) are too polarized 

(like in writings of Ackerman et al. 2004, Lawrence et al 2010; Hargittai et al. 2008 or 

Adamic & Glance, 2005). Because this account is having the highest ratio of interactivity 

among those others accounts, it is also arguable if homophily and clustering are causing this 

phenomena by creating more and more interaction between peers who are like-minded 

(Lawrence et al 2010; Hargittai et al. 2008; Adamic & Glance, 2005). 

On the other hand, these ratios are conflicting with findings of Sutcu et al. (2014) and 

Tumasjan et al. (2010). Current prime ministers account is receiving the least number of 

approvals (likes) and adoption (retweets) of argument as said, even though he is the leader 

who shares the most content. Audience of this account (its followers) is not in busy 

interaction (in comparison to other accounts) with the content shared; this situation can be 

discussed around if his followers were seeing this account as non-interactive or he was 

sharing one-way communicational, informative content. Liu and Horsley (2007, p. 380) had 

an approach about this situation; they claimed that low level of interaction between 

governing and governed actors is caused by both governed and governing because governing 

actors are usually not willing to interact and governed actors often do not perceive clearly 

that he/she could interact with governing actors. If this is the case, it explains the big 

difference of interactivity in between these two accounts. 

In these results we see that one account, @hdpdemirtas has exceeded the common numbers 

of interactions in comparison to other accounts versus his very low number of tweets. How 

should low numbers of tweets with high numbers of interactions should be interpreted on 

social media is a further research question; is this related to leaders persona or related to 

shared content amount or related to content features? In following sections, this study will 

look into qualitative content analysis and try to answer this question if possible. 
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V. II. Qualitative Analysis of Shared Messages 

Positive and negative affirmations on collected data  

Possible interaction distinction of positive and negative affirmations on social media has 

been discussed in this work a number of times, mostly in chapter III. of literature review. 

Scholars predicted that positive and negative affirmations have different norms in perception 

of audiences and they differentiate the flow of interactions. Grunig puts strictly negative or 

positive affirmations into one category of his excellence theory (1998, p. 18) called press 

agentry, others (Stiegltz et al. 2012, p. 3500; Leavit et al. 2009; also Porter, 2009 & 

Tumasjan et al. 2010) advocated that the nature of messages can change the levels of 

interactivity such as increasing or decreasing retweetability (a users probability to contagion 

according to Hodas et al. 2012, p. 1).  

In this study, all 544 tweets received during the data collection have been distinguished 

between negative and positive affirmation both during the data collection phase and later by 

reading the tweets several times. I must add that some political accounts messages were not 

in a way positive nor negative. Some messages were fully informational such as tweets 

announcing future or past evens of campaigning. But some messages showed gratitude, 

promised a good deal of positive improvements in future (positive affirmations) or criticized 

someone or some government agency harshly (negative affirmations). Messages, which did 

not fall into one category openly, were coded not applicable (N/A). Examples are show 

below: 

Positive affirmation examples: 

@akparti: “President Davutoglu: After 1st of November women, mothers and all 

families will receive brand new services” 

@kilicdaroglu: “Welcome palace-less president Jose Mujica. We are honored to 

host you” 
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Negative Affirmation example: 

@ahmetdavutoglu: “Demirtas [HDP leader] who calls the state a ‘murderer’ can 

not call the murderers of Medeni Konak [a victim] ‘murderer’. Because, they [he 

means the party as a group] are afraid.”   

@mhp_bilgi: “If some are getting benefits from bomb explosions that means 

that it is obvious who solicits” 

Not Applicable Positive or Negative Affirmation example: 

@hdpdemirtas: “ Oh, Turkan [Turkish woman first name] where are we going 

to end up together” [He is making a joke about government party making a 

typo in Kurdish version of election material].  

@dbdevletbahceli: “In a novel called ‘It was a night’ by Peyami Safa [famous 

author] writer says: “Meliha [Turkish woman first name] wanted to read her 

own face. This book documents the history, it doesn’t fool.’ [He might be 

forming a metaphor between a book and the elections.] 

 

 

Figure VII. – Positive and Negative Affirmations through out the selected accounts (for 

more details see Appendix I.)  
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Figure VIII. – Positive and Negative Affirmations compared on a chart (for more details see 

Appendix I.)  

A quick look into Figure VII. and Figure VIII. shows that negative affirmation were not 

dominant on political accounts tweets, some leaders never made a negative affirmation and 

they have chosen to publish messages giving hope, promising amelioration, showing 

gratitude. In cases of interactions that positive and negative affirmations rendered, there is 

also a big difference both in ratio and in total numbers. Political accounts audiences also 

responded with a lot higher amount of interactivity to positive affirmations by likes and 

retweets. The account with name @hdpdemirtas belonging to People’s Democratic Party’s 

leader has again the highest numbers of responses to each and every message containing 

positive affirmation, he out numbered every account but mostly @akparti account (account 

of Justice and Development Party) because this account has no specific higher level of 

interaction to positive or negative affirmations, nor has good level of interaction. On Figure 

VIII., it is possible to see that positive affirmations were getting more interactions from 

followers, especially as likes but also highly as retweets. It is clear that using positive 
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affirmation is much more productive in terms of creating online spread and contagion of 

ideas mentioned in tweets. 

There is only one account benefitting from negative affirmations versus its own positive 

affirmations, that account is @hdpgenelmerkezi. The politics of this party may be playing 

role in this situation because this parties politics are mainly focused on criticizing Turkish 

state, also Turkish republic in general and it is representing Kurdish nation in the parliament.  

This results shows that positive affirmations are much more likely to become sticky by 

getting liked (appreciation) or getting retweeted (adoption). Political actors should obviously 

focus on giving positive messages during electoral campaigns according to these results. 

 

Use of media files within the messages 

The distinction between tweets containing a media file or not are addressing the crowds 

differently. Using social media, politicians or political parties can share a lot more details 

about their political campaigns promises. A picture or a video added to a message on 

Twitter, following their campaign material usually reminds offline campaigning efforts in a 

better way. It is observed that political accounts examined in this study used much more 

media files included to their tweets during examination phase and from which almost every 

one of them were following their campaign materials and design. Using rich media files, 

such as pictures or even videos follows up with the discussion of sharing ‘more’ with the 

audience of Romero, Meeder and Kleinberg (2011). But it also relates to interactivity and 

possibly creates word-of-mouth marketing so it creates more stickiness by more interactions 

(Lilleker et al. 2010, p. 4 to 11 and West, 2013, p. 7). 
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Figure IX. – Messages containing media and messages not containing media through out the 

selected accounts (for more details see Appendix I.)  

Comparing media file usage was differing in many ways to the other comparisons made in 

this chapter between accounts interactions. The most distinctive part of working with media 

usage in tweets was that it did not require reading of the tweets but it required browsing 

every tweet because the tool I used was not able to make the distinction so I double checked 

tweets manually. 

Messages containing media or not containing media and their retweetability or ratios of 

being liked were not as dramatically different as it was in other figures (see Figure IX.). 

Even though some accounts got more interaction to one of the cases, results were not that 

radical. It is interesting that only one account never used media, contacted its audience only 

with text and that account was @dbdevletbahceli. No account benefited much from media 

files usage. Only the account of Republican People’s Party, @herkesicinchp had a bit higher 

percentage of retweets on tweets with media files, other than that most parties benefited 

from tweets without media files. Overall lower levels of interactions for tweets without 

media files show that media used by political actors accounts has lower level of appreciation 

and adoption in comparison to tweets containing only wording, thus we can say that political 

actors Twitter accounts were using media files that were not as sticky as their own tweets 

without media files.  
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Additionally, it is seen that @hedpdemirtas has highest levels of interactivity with or 

without media files usage, which shows that his success on writing sticky content (even 

though he does not write much) is independent from media usage. And also, we see the 

closest ratios in between with or without media using tweets retweet and like behaviors on 

the account named @kilicdarogluk. This shows that tweets of @kilicdarogluk are receiving 

least positive or negative effect on stickiness from media usage and this can also show that 

his tweets creates similar interactivity levels independent from the richness of the content 

they contain.  

 

Different subjects of discussion 

Differentiating subjects of discussion has been a long and time-consuming process. During 

and after data collection, every tweet has been read and taken notes in relation to its context, 

this process has been repeated many number of times each time eliminating some rarely 

discussed subjects and finding more and more general terms that can pile up in more number 

of tweets without impairing any tweets actual meaning.  

A number of tweets were not openly addressing a common subject, such as I found several 

tweets talking about education but the number was too low that at the end education tweets 

did not pile up to a category. Messages that did not fall into a category of subject openly or 

were single/very few within the same subject were coded not applicable (N/A). Examples 

are show below: 

Example of tweet about war against terror: 

@akparti: “War against terror that we are running at the moment is the hardest and most 

successful of last 30 years.” 

Example of tweet about democracy: 

@hdpgenelmerkezi: "Not a dictatorial regime, republic…” 

Example of tweet about economy: 
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@akparti: “1200 TL additional payment will be granted to all retired.”  

Example of tweet about greetings: 

@kilicdarogluk: “ I have learned a lot from him. I upbear our honorary president with love 

and longing at his 8th year of crossing over. “  

Examples of tweet about women rights: 

@akparti: “ We empowered our women with new rights in business life and employment.” 

@mhp_bilgi: "3 out of 10 women is getting harassed at least once in life by phone, by SMS 

or by social media. Say no by MHP government”  

Examples of tweet about public peace: 

@hdpgenelmerkezi: “Reminder! Persistent peace, persistent HDP.” 

@herkesicinchp: “As CHP, we are going to continue our reconciliation culture. We are 

ready to embrace all 78 million.” 

Examples of tweet about youth: 

@dbdevletbahceli: “I know that Turkey won’t fall, Turkish nation won’t loose power before 

Turkish youth gets distinct. Youth is the dynamo of our excitement.” 

@dbdevletbahceli: “If you want you (young Turks) can do it. You can give a lesson to ones 

giving speeches from balconies and planning attacks of the Balkans.” 

 

Some scholars enounced that online discussion between electorate and elected tends to fall 

into different subject lines than traditional media, in online world users both politicians and 

citizen talk about more alternative and day-to-day subjects which deepens the 

communication and interaction catching wide audiences attention (Metzgar and Maruggi, 

2009, p. 143&144; Grant and Moon, 2010, p. 22; Woodly, 2008, p. 117).  
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Figure X. – Messages according to their common subject (for more details see Appendix I.)  

 

In figure above (Figure X.), it is clear to see that some political parties focused on some 

specific subjects. @akparti (Justive and Development Party) focused on tree subjects: 

mostly on economy and later on war against terror and on women rights. @herkesicinchp 

(Republican People’s Party) focused on economy, public peace and democracy but 

especially on public peace. @hdpgenelmerkezi (People’s Democratic Party) focused on 

democracy and public peace. @mhpbilgi (Nationalist Movement Party) focused on war 

against terror and youth as part of their political campaigns reflection to Twitter during pre-

election phase.  

Here, it is required to note that ‘youth’ is very vague as name of a main subject category but 

the leader of Nationalist Movement Party tweeted messages defining youth, what should 

youth do and his own youth for several days during data collection, their relation to election 

campaign is not as clear as the rest of data set and his party simply retweeted all his 

messages so that they have the same number of tweets about subject category ‘youth’.  

 

Retweetability of common and alternative subjects 

As the writer of this work, I became very pleased when I calculated number of retweets of 

those tweets about youth versus another more common subject that has been discussed in a 

number of accounts, war against terror. I decided to compare the retweetability of those two 

main subjects because one was originally discussed only by one account but publishes in 

two and the other was discussed in five accounts out of eight and talked a number of times 

in every of these five accounts. In other words, youth has become an alternative subject 
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which was talked by a few accounts but war against terror was a common subject during this 

pre-electoral period. The figure (Figure XI.) below shows their ratio of being retweeted 

according to the data. Tweets about youth have been retweeted 807 times in average and 

tweets about war against terror has been tweeted 150 times in average.  

This comparison shows exactly same findings as the literature that has been presented about 

alternative subjects. Metzgar and Maruggi say that political discussion on online social 

media tends to generate unexpected levels of interest in return to alternative subjects (2009, 

p.13). Grant and Moon tell that more day-to-day subjects than other media is talked on 

Twitter (2010, p. 1-2) and also Criado and his colleagues present another idea and say that 

candidates talk more about their own personal point of view on online social networking 

sites (2012, p. 220). This claims were also valid by the work of this studies data sample.  

   

Figure XI. – Retweet ratio for subjects ‘War against terror’ and ‘Youth’ (for more details see 

Appendix I.).  

 

Summary 

This chapter aimed to answer the research question. This study found out that political 

parties were much more active in terms of publishing messages on Twitter than the 
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politicians during pre-elections period and positive/negative affirmations in messages 

represented a great deal of difference in terms of reactions received. Some of the accounts 

focused on using the medium in some way different than others, some used rich media files, 

some talked about a specific subject that other did not talk much.  

Overall the reactions that users gave back on the platform were radically different to some 

accounts; party that received most of the votes in the elections (AKP) was confronting a 

much more quiet and aloof audience. Why the audience the most aloof was not eager to like 

and retweet and get interacted became a question at the end of this study, together with the 

opposite scenario of another party leaders small number of tweets (HDPs leader S. 

Demistas) that were getting highly interactive with online audience. Party leaders persona or 

political parties strategies can be playing a big role on these findings and this should be 

subject to further studies. But, it is also important to say that this study found an inverse 

proportion on political parties ratio of tweets and ratio of likes with electoral results.  
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VI. CONCLUSION  

The interest about online political campaigning topic rises in different parts of the world 

discussing different politicians actions online. Spread and sharing multiplies interaction of 

political accounts messages and let the elected (or to be possibly elected) to reach more 

citizens in a strategic way. The discussion about Twitter’s use for political campaigning is 

an interesting subject, the literature about this discussion is growing about different aspects 

of usage of medium and the outcomes it presents. Different scholars observed Twitters use 

both by politicians and by citizens with different data collected from Internet, including 

qualitative information and quantitative information. 

In this work, I tried to go deep into recent literature formed up in last few years about the 

subject and discuss what kind of messages have been used by political accounts during pre-

electoral phase in Turkey, in 2015 by a number of objectively selected accounts, in order to 

answer the research question stated in Chapter I. of introduction. Asymmetrical social media 

applications represent a great opportunity to collect and observe data sets used in this work 

and similar works, as well as test them online again with the same or different clusters of 

social network.  

Overall quantitative data and qualitative data about different subjects on Twitter show 

different mechanics of spread probabilities; some features show more spread in some cases 

which are proposed by scholars and some of these features power is traceable and valid for 

further research. The concept of homophily still plays a big role on spreading a message 

online even though asymmetrical social media site Twitter gives possibilities to reach 

anyone’s shared content. Users may consume content containing similar views to 

themselves, shared by people from similar views and this creation of echo chamber feeds 

into growing the homophily phenomena (Lawrence et al 2010 and Romero et al. 2011). This 

phenomena differs the importance of certain subjects for certain online clusters, one cluster 

becomes more and more interacted about content subject A and another becomes more and 

more interacted with content subject B.  

Scholars also say that mainstream discussion subjects of electoral campaigns, economy for 

instance, may become less interested and interacted on Twitter and be replaced by 
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alternative or day-to-day subjects (Metzgar et al. 2009, p. 13, Criado et al. 2012, p. 220). 

(Grant and Moon, 2010, p. 1-2). This study also approved these hypotheses and showed that 

a very alternative tweet subject; ‘youth’ can become much more interacted by social media 

users than a mainstream discussion subject of political communication in Turkey, such as 

war against terror.  

This study made it possible to find out that political parties were much more active in terms 

of publishing messages on Twitter than the politicians but as institutional online accounts 

they were much less interactive with their audience in the selected case. Positive and 

negative affirmations used in messages showed a great deal of distinction in terms of users 

being involved with them. Positive tweets were clearly much more likeable and retweetable 

than all negative ones. Sharing positive content during electoral campaigns are shown to be 

much more easy to spread regardless of political views of parties or even possible views of 

audiences. On the other hand, only one political party account benefited from negative 

tweets; @hdpgenelmerkezi. Because this party is mainly representing a minor nation in 

Turkey (Kurdish people) and because their politics is very critical against all the structures 

and politics of Turkish state, their benefit from negative tweets can be related to their overall 

politics. This situation can be researched in further studies; such as if parties representing 

minorities voices are benefitting more from negative messages on social media sites.  

Overall some accounts used the platform with more benefits from two-way communications 

than others. Some accounts were showing traces of radically focusing on some way of 

forming messages; including positive or negative affirmations or not, using rich media 

content or not, focusing on specific subjects constantly or not. Audience showed other 

traces. This work shows that some political accounts audience was heavily aloof, some other 

were much more interactive. Those findings help us ask further questions about those 

behaviors. What are the specific features of an interactive or aloof online audience?  

This study was limited, if time and resources would allow the same research question could 

be answered by much more detail and much more data using information technologies. On 

the other hand, qualitative and quantitative data used in this work could be triangulated by 

other similar or different data therefore this case may not be pointing out a general guideline 

but is an attempt to lead to future studies.    
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APPENDIX I. Coded data  

user	  @akparti	  
Tweet	  ID	   Media	   Negative/Positive	   Main	  Subject	   Tweet	  Timestamp	   Likes	   ReTweets	   URL	  

658383476958343000	   No	   PO	   Education	   2015-‐10-‐25	  20:43	   186	   122	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658383476
958343168	  

658382307527663000	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐25	  20:39	   155	   130	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658382307
527663616	  

658381524660801000	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐25	  20:36	   163	   115	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658381524
660801536	  

658290359726964000	   No	   NE	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  14:33	   142	   138	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658290359
726964736	  

658289568253411000	   No	   NE	   Democracy	   2015-‐10-‐25	  14:30	   127	   100	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658289568
253411328	  

658288652741648000	   No	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  14:26	   158	   110	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658288652
741648384	  

658287562449137000	   No	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  14:22	   146	   116	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658287562
449137664	  

658287011959341000	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐25	  14:20	   138	   107	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658287011
959341056	  

658286460152496000	   No	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  14:18	   141	   110	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658286460
152496128	  

658768093863387000	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐26	  22:12	   80	   53	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658768093
863387136	  

658767886891261000	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐26	  22:11	   86	   56	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658767886
891261952	  

658751617974607000	   No	   PO	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  21:06	   147	   103	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658751617
974607872	  

658629558338519000	   No	   	  N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  13:01	   86	   72	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658629558
338519040	  

658624077763059000	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐26	  12:39	   193	   160	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658624077
763059712	  

658568165488787000	   No	   PO	   Democracy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  08:57	   137	   154	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658568165
488787456	  

658567881047875000	   No	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  08:56	   94	   77	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658567881
047875584	  

659064703797342000	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐27	  17:50	   124	   85	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659064703
797342208	  

659060943796764000	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐27	  17:35	   171	   146	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659060943
796764672	  

659058356838076000	   No	   NE	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐27	  17:25	   118	   87	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659058356
838076416	  

659017650329243000	   No	   PO	   Democracy	   2015-‐10-‐27	  14:43	   188	   131	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659017650
329243648	  

658968290707046000	   No	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:27	   131	   150	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658968290
707046400	  

658968065128988000	   No	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:26	   111	   112	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658968065
128988672	  

658967672936378000	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:25	   115	   128	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658967672
936378369	  

658967470426992000	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:24	   87	   79	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658967470
426992640	  

658967183125577000	   No	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:23	   109	   102	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658967183
125577728	  

658967005446471000	   No	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:22	   106	   82	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658967005
446471680	  

658966375302635000	   No	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:20	   92	   108	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658966375
302635520	  

658966327701458000	   No	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:19	   77	   67	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658966327
701458944	  

658966037984059000	   No	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:18	   72	   77	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658966037
984059393	  

658965938029633000	   No	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:18	   77	   76	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658965938
029633536	  

658965498227478000	   No	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:16	   78	   72	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658965498
227478529	  

658965416874766000	   No	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   2015-‐10-‐27	  11:16	   85	   77	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658965416
874766336	  

658959176564129000	   No	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   2015-‐10-‐27	  10:51	   107	   115	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658959176
564129792	  

659491914308304000	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  22:08	   97	   77	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659491914
308304896	  

659490623209213000	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐28	  22:03	   99	   69	   https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659490623
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209213952	  

659490483840942000	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐28	  22:02	   99	   71	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659490483
840942080	  

659488973966987000	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐28	  21:56	   93	   74	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659488973
966987264	  

659483727425314000	   No	   NE	   Democracy	   2015-‐10-‐28	  21:35	   127	   107	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659483727
425314816	  

659480740665688000	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐28	  21:23	   127	   125	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659480740
665688065	  

659477884218773000	   No	   NE	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  21:12	   127	   96	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659477884
218773504	  

659476971936686000	   No	   PO	   Democracy	   2015-‐10-‐28	  21:08	   115	   87	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659476971
936686082	  

659400170795323000	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  16:03	   98	   77	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659400170
795323392	  

659394178242232000	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  15:39	   125	   109	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659394178
242232320	  

659385087310635000	   No	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐28	  15:03	   130	   118	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659385087
310635008	  

659383945075826000	   No	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐28	  14:59	   135	   117	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659383945
075826688	  

659383256463351000	   No	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐28	  14:56	   143	   148	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659383256
463351808	  

659382665070682000	   No	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐28	  14:54	   130	   132	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659382665
070682112	  

659382319237738000	   No	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐28	  14:52	   213	   212	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659382319
237738497	  

659377231790219000	   No	   PO	   Democracy	   2015-‐10-‐28	  14:32	   150	   130	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659377231
790219264	  

659297979417939000	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  09:17	   98	   89	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659297979
417939968	  

659842552506523000	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐29	  21:21	   214	   162	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659842552
506523648	  

659837760489000000	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐29	  21:02	   208	   165	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659837760
489000964	  

659833086956449000	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  20:44	   139	   138	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659833086
956449792	  

659832928000692000	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  20:43	   93	   97	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659832928
000692229	  

659832665756037000	   No	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  20:42	   131	   126	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659832665
756037120	  

659732474700935000	   No	   PO	   Democracy	   2015-‐10-‐29	  14:04	   163	   123	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659732474
700935168	  

659732405587193000	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐29	  14:03	   123	   90	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659732405
587193856	  

659723576069746000	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐29	  13:28	   139	   106	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659723576
069746688	  

659722803730599000	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐29	  13:25	   117	   85	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659722803
730599937	  

660208021767868000	   No	   N/A	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐30	  21:33	   164	   122	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660208021
767868416	  

660205635523518000	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐30	  21:24	   193	   131	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660205635
523518464	  

660201400224362000	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐30	  21:07	   170	   127	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660201400
224362499	  

660196803833409000	   No	   N/A	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐30	  20:49	   217	   213	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660196803
833409536	  

660196187962744000	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐30	  20:46	   189	   141	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660196187
962744833	  

660192781839765000	   No	   PO	   Democracy	   2015-‐10-‐30	  20:33	   274	   218	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660192781
839765505	  

660096070949695000	   No	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐30	  14:09	   102	   69	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660096070
949695488	  

660095717739003000	   No	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐30	  14:07	   106	   79	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660095717
739003904	  

660091444015865000	   No	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐30	  13:50	   174	   137	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660091444
015865857	  

660081352843370000	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐30	  13:10	   144	   134	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660081352
843370497	  

660471372959899000	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  15:00	   965	   885	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660471372
959899648	  

660445445777465000	   No	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:17	   421	   376	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660445445
777465344	  

660439352229634000	   No	   NE	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  12:53	   126	   97	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660439352
229634048	  
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660436348470501000	   No	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  12:41	   154	   154	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660436348
470501376	  

660433199533813000	   No	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  12:28	   458	   417	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660433199
533813760	  

658375815323852000	   Yes	   	  N/A	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  20:13	   87	   103	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658375815
323852800	  

658372279521406000	   Yes	   	  N/A	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  19:59	   128	   133	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658372279
521406976	  

658309783880146000	   Yes	   	  N/A	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  15:50	   465	   417	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658309783
880146944	  

658300707938897000	   Yes	   PO	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  15:14	   667	   613	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658300707
938897920	  

658280731412668000	   Yes	   	  N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  13:55	   121	   112	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658280731
412668417	  

658747476942442000	   Yes	   	  N/A	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  20:50	   72	   60	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658747476
942442496	  

658727663029387000	   Yes	   PO	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  19:31	   322	   399	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658727663
029387268	  

658686766824759000	   Yes	   	  N/A	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:48	   85	   87	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658686766
824759297	  

658683412287504000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:35	   92	   95	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658683412
287504384	  

658683285535629000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:35	   98	   117	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658683285
535629313	  

658683156963422000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:34	   89	   121	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658683156
963422208	  

658682984221032000	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:33	   84	   109	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658682984
221032448	  

658682789122973000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:33	   96	   117	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658682789
122973696	  

658682675818049000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:32	   90	   116	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658682675
818049536	  

658682557874184000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:32	   85	   112	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658682557
874184192	  

658682451041124000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:31	   96	   119	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658682451
041124356	  

658682320459857000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:31	   88	   120	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658682320
459857920	  

658682094378471000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:30	   85	   109	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658682094
378471424	  

658682013306769000	   Yes	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:30	   80	   103	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658682013
306769408	  

658681779709222000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:29	   73	   90	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658681779
709222912	  

658681683017867000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:28	   65	   80	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658681683
017867269	  

658669887045398000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  15:41	   75	   95	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658669887
045398528	  

658664199757934000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  15:19	   85	   72	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658664199
757934597	  

658654849010147000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  14:42	   103	   121	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658654849
010147328	  

658648395217772000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  14:16	   81	   88	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658648395
217772544	  

658647147374641000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  14:11	   82	   81	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658647147
374641152	  

658633378284093000	   Yes	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐26	  13:16	   348	   281	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658633378
284093440	  

658629849964261000	   Yes	   	  N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  13:02	   200	   158	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658629849
964261376	  

658616533736947000	   Yes	   	  N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  12:09	   101	   91	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658616533
736947712	  

658602102604845000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  11:12	   97	   93	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658602102
604845056	  

658567049925431000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  08:53	   225	   248	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658567049
925431297	  

658566554032828000	   Yes	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐26	  08:51	   191	   198	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658566554
032828416	  

658566211257536000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  08:49	   167	   202	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658566211
257536513	  

658565762299248000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  08:48	   161	   168	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658565762
299248640	  

658564068798779000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  08:41	   70	   59	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658564068
798779392	  

658554289749630000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  08:02	   136	   146	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658554289
749630977	  
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658541243006234000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  07:10	   97	   103	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658541243
006234624	  

659051502397444000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐27	  16:58	   80	   71	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659051502
397444096	  

659042702496022000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐27	  16:23	   211	   145	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659042702
496022528	  

659040299755401000	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   2015-‐10-‐27	  16:13	   298	   178	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659040299
755401216	  

659021380424437000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐27	  14:58	   100	   99	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659021380
424437760	  

659020957194043000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐27	  14:56	   87	   82	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659020957
194043394	  

659020088436269000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐27	  14:53	   99	   101	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659020088
436269056	  

659019779794214000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐27	  14:52	   77	   79	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659019779
794214913	  

659019441842331000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐27	  14:50	   92	   87	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659019441
842331648	  

659019065269329000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐27	  14:49	   80	   74	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659019065
269329920	  

659008226726400000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐27	  14:06	   81	   67	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659008226
726400000	  

658954368310489000	   Yes	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   2015-‐10-‐27	  10:32	   80	   76	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658954368
310489088	  

658899503529877000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐27	  06:54	   446	   542	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/658899503
529877505	  

659471409190674000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  20:46	   91	   78	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659471409
190674432	  

659399918948347000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  16:02	   107	   99	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659399918
948347904	  

659393922909806000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  15:38	   169	   123	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659393922
909806592	  

659388885563277000	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   2015-‐10-‐28	  15:18	   272	   171	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659388885
563277312	  

659368334207664000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  13:57	   99	   96	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659368334
207664128	  

659361913785196000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  13:31	   136	   117	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659361913
785196544	  

659329737228165000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  11:23	   137	   113	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659329737
228165120	  

659309341179322000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  10:02	   74	   57	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659309341
179322368	  

659307022073073000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  09:53	   226	   148	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659307022
073073664	  

659299345708261000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐28	  09:23	   82	   73	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659299345
708261376	  

659829348657201000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  20:29	   96	   113	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659829348
657201152	  

659745664373534000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  14:56	   220	   139	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659745664
373534720	  

659740722220965000	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   2015-‐10-‐29	  14:37	   293	   145	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659740722
220965889	  

659716118047793000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  12:59	   106	   101	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659716118
047793152	  

659686405627580000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  11:01	   178	   172	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659686405
627580416	  

659686182616498000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  11:00	   130	   168	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659686182
616498176	  

659685968241405000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  10:59	   130	   165	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659685968
241405952	  

659685300264935000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  10:56	   146	   177	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659685300
264935424	  

659685071515951000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  10:55	   116	   153	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659685071
515951104	  

659684861859504000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  10:55	   118	   158	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659684861
859504128	  

659684357817372000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  10:53	   124	   157	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659684357
817372672	  

659684036751790000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  10:51	   227	   286	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659684036
751790080	  

659683671859924000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  10:50	   132	   171	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659683671
859924992	  

659681161166368000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  10:40	   210	   221	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659681161
166368768	  

659679301105766000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐29	  10:32	   151	   229	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659679301
105766400	  
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659620611136733000	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   2015-‐10-‐29	  06:39	   556	   472	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659620611
136733184	  

660188110777655000	   Yes	   N/A	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐30	  20:14	   135	   122	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660188110
777655296	  

660102754682171000	   Yes	   N/A	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐30	  14:35	   242	   134	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660102754
682171392	  

660096848011595000	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   2015-‐10-‐30	  14:12	   390	   257	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660096848
011595776	  

660077783541022000	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   2015-‐10-‐30	  12:56	   123	   92	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660077783
541022720	  

660077292572549000	   Yes	   N/A	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐30	  12:54	   112	   101	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660077292
572549120	  

660076346622746000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐30	  12:50	   88	   77	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660076346
622746624	  

660074637091594000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐30	  12:43	   108	   92	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660074637
091594240	  

660067253929553000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐30	  12:14	   149	   119	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660067253
929553920	  

660064722818080000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐30	  12:04	   127	   115	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660064722
818080768	  

660063166005698000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐30	  11:58	   114	   87	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660063166
005698560	  

660059433276456000	   Yes	   N/A	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐30	  11:43	   236	   217	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660059433
276456960	  

660548037270503000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  20:04	   827	   637	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660548037
270503424	  

660532575438544000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  19:03	   717	   544	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660532575
438544896	  

660526128524877000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  18:37	   268	   207	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660526128
524877824	  

660475217190473000	   Yes	   	  N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  15:15	   157	   124	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660475217
190473728	  

660470662096674000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  14:57	   285	   249	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660470662
096674816	  

660452413099347000	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:45	   307	   162	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660452413
099347968	  

660447930311188000	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:27	   543	   353	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660447930
311188480	  

660441963729133000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:03	   355	   340	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660441963
729133569	  

660441884934950000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:03	   286	   271	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660441884
934950916	  

660441783726379000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:02	   288	   269	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660441783
726379008	  

660441692462542000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:02	   304	   276	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660441692
462542848	  

660441607108468000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:02	   249	   228	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660441607
108468736	  

660441530050678000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:01	   262	   261	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660441530
050678784	  

660441469648560000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:01	   243	   243	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660441469
648560128	  

660441379131273000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:01	   254	   254	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660441379
131273216	  

660441317466578000	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  13:00	   264	   275	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660441317
466578944	  

660440920106602000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐31	  12:59	   351	   361	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660440920
106602496	  

660440358971645000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐31	  12:57	   147	   160	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660440358
971645952	  

660440194810793000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐31	  12:56	   158	   154	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660440194
810793984	  

660439832263569000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐31	  12:55	   153	   154	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660439832
263569408	  

660439619150966000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐31	  12:54	   141	   142	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660439619
150966785	  

660439507486056000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐31	  12:53	   130	   129	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660439507
486056448	  

660438566615564000	   Yes	   PO	   economy	   2015-‐10-‐31	  12:49	   149	   142	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660438566
615564288	  

660427564658356000	   Yes	   N/A	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  12:06	   219	   232	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660427564
658356224	  

660364902695989000	   Yes	   PO	   	  N/A	   2015-‐10-‐31	  07:57	   618	   622	  
https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/660364902
695989248	  
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user	  @ahmet_davutoglu	  
Tweet	  ID	   Media	   Negative/Positive	   Main	  Subject	   Tweet	  Timestamp	   Likes	   ReTweets	   URL	  

"658726770955407360"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  19:27:55"	   2802	   3087	  
"https://twitter.com/Ahmet_Davutoglu/st
atuses/658726770955407360"	  

"658683514561409024"	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  16:36:02"	   1353	   888	  
"https://twitter.com/Ahmet_Davutoglu/st
atuses/658683514561409024"	  

"659121602911707136"	   Yes	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  21:36:50"	   836	   1078	  
"https://twitter.com/Ahmet_Davutoglu/st
atuses/659121602911707136"	  

"659649816989945856"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  08:35:46"	   1680	   1153	  
"https://twitter.com/Ahmet_Davutoglu/st
atuses/659649816989945856"	  

"659649145658023936"	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  08:33:06"	   1598	   1086	  
"https://twitter.com/Ahmet_Davutoglu/st
atuses/659649145658023936"	  

"659648958449524736"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  08:32:22"	   818	   844	  
"https://twitter.com/Ahmet_Davutoglu/st
atuses/659648958449524736"	  

"659648598066536448"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  08:30:56"	   2009	   1201	  
"https://twitter.com/Ahmet_Davuto
glu/statuses/659648598066536448"	  

"659842552506523648"	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  21:21:38"	   214	   162	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
842552506523648"	  

"659837760489000964"	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  21:02:35"	   208	   165	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
837760489000964"	  

"659833086956449792"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  20:44:01"	   139	   138	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
833086956449792"	  

"659832928000692229"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  20:43:23"	   93	   97	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
832928000692229"	  

"659832665756037120"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  20:42:21"	   131	   126	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
832665756037120"	  

"659829348657201152"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  20:29:10"	   96	   113	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
829348657201152"	  

"659745664373534720"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  14:56:38"	   220	   139	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
745664373534720"	  

"659740722220965889"	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  14:37:00"	   293	   145	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
740722220965889"	  

"659732474700935168"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  14:04:13"	   163	   123	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
732474700935168"	  

"659732405587193856"	   No	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  14:03:57"	   123	   90	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
732405587193856"	  

"659723576069746688"	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  13:28:52"	   139	   106	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
723576069746688"	  

"659722803730599937"	   No	   NE	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  13:25:48"	   117	   85	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
722803730599937"	  

"659716118047793152"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  12:59:14"	   106	   101	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
716118047793152"	  

"659686405627580416"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  11:01:10"	   178	   172	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
686405627580416"	  

"659686182616498176"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  11:00:16"	   130	   168	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
686182616498176"	  

"659685968241405952"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  10:59:25"	   130	   165	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
685968241405952"	  

"659685300264935424"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  10:56:46"	   146	   177	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
685300264935424"	  

"659685071515951104"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  10:55:52"	   116	   153	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
685071515951104"	  

"659684861859504128"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  10:55:02"	   118	   158	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
684861859504128"	  

"659684357817372672"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  10:53:01"	   124	   157	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
684357817372672"	  

"659684036751790080"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  10:51:45"	   227	   286	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
684036751790080"	  

"659683671859924992"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  10:50:18"	   132	   171	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
683671859924992"	  

"659681161166368768"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  10:40:19"	   210	   221	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
681161166368768"	  

"659679301105766400"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  10:32:56"	   151	   229	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
679301105766400"	  

"659620611136733184"	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  06:39:43"	   556	   472	  
"https://twitter.com/Akparti/statuses/659
620611136733184"	  

660470072486547000	   No	   PO	   N/A	   	  "2015-‐10-‐31	  14:55:10"	   17521	   10853	  
https://twitter.com/Ahmet_Davutoglu/sta
tuses/660470072486547456	  

	  

user	  @herkesicinchp	  
Tweet	  ID	   Media	   Negative/Positive	   Main	  Subject	   Tweet	  Time	   Likes	   ReTweets	   URL	  
658381355311603713"	   Yes	   NE	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐25	  20:35:21"	   535	   688	   "https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
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es/658381355311603713"	  

"658349074865897472"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐25	  18:27:05"	   123	   54	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658349074865897472"	  

"658338063555428354"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐25	  17:43:20"	   193	   114	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658338063555428354"	  

"658310301176221696"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐25	  15:53:01"	   229	   126	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658310301176221696"	  

"658280145380356098"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐25	  13:53:11"	   133	   77	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658280145380356098"	  

"658201709542572032"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐25	  08:41:31"	   191	   123	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658201709542572032"	  

"658736340272574464"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  20:05:56"	   183	   75	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658736340272574464"	  

"658727331045974016"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  19:30:08"	   134	   83	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658727331045974016"	  

"658712343120117760"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  18:30:35"	   160	   103	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658712343120117760"	  

"658708070273523716"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  18:13:36"	   166	   96	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658708070273523716"	  

"658704494109310976"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  17:59:24"	   58	   45	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658704494109310976"	  

"658656688468307968"	   Yes	   PO	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  14:49:26"	   200	   155	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658656688468307968"	  

"658648088006012928"	   Yes	   PO	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  14:15:15"	   184	   152	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658648088006012928"	  

"658622692577382400"	   Yes	   NE	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  12:34:21"	   113	   93	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658622692577382400"	  

"658594563444101120"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  10:42:34"	   159	   65	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658594563444101120"	  

"658563330425159680"	   Yes	   NE	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  08:38:28"	   268	   239	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658563330425159680"	  

"659457378916671488"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  19:51:05"	   161	   97	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659457378916671488"	  

"659450071055015936"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  19:22:03"	   131	   53	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659450071055015936"	  

"659442306064523265"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  18:51:12"	   152	   91	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659442306064523265"	  

"659409909633675264"	   Yes	   PO	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  16:42:28"	   296	   212	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659409909633675264"	  

"659355478951116800"	   Yes	   PO	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  13:06:11"	   159	   128	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659355478951116800"	  

"659324920728559616"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  11:04:45"	   271	   185	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659324920728559616"	  

"659296566646317057"	   Yes	   PO	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  09:12:05"	   235	   164	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659296566646317057"	  

"659292257548435456"	   Yes	   NE	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  08:54:57"	   481	   459	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659292257548435456"	  

"659078851029544960"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  18:46:57"	   254	   127	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659078851029544960"	  

"659066659345448963"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  17:58:31"	   86	   63	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659066659345448963"	  

"659059430776897536"	   Yes	   N/A	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  17:29:47"	   414	   501	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659059430776897536"	  

"659016945967177729"	   Yes	   PO	   Women	  Rights	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  14:40:58"	   214	   177	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659016945967177729"	  

"659008077555896320"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  14:05:44"	   250	   296	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659008077555896320"	  

"658997986303811584"	   Yes	   PO	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  13:25:38"	   127	   101	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658997986303811584"	  

"658988657899016192"	   Yes	   N/A	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  12:48:34"	   191	   198	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658988657899016192"	  

"658970306544054274"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  11:35:38"	   68	   46	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658970306544054274"	  

"658922542644744193"	   No	   PO	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  08:25:51"	   74	   62	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658922542644744193"	  

"658920133407166464"	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  08:16:16"	   87	   60	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658920133407166464"	  

"658918274420338688"	   No	   N/A	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  08:08:53"	   175	   126	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658918274420338688"	  

"658916627652718592"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  08:02:20"	   74	   38	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658916627652718592"	  

"658914995074441216"	   No	   NE	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:55:51"	   104	   77	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658914995074441216"	  

"658910773436133376"	   No	   N/A	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:39:05"	   86	   61	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658910773436133376"	  
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"658909401567338496"	   No	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:33:37"	   70	   55	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658909401567338496"	  

"658908439167549440"	   No	   NE	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:29:48"	   132	   100	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658908439167549440"	  

"658908146346401793"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:28:38"	   81	   74	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658908146346401793"	  

"658907263265017856"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:25:08"	   93	   67	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658907263265017856"	  

"658906214231838720"	   No	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:20:58"	   120	   105	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658906214231838720"	  

"658905774320697344"	   No	   NE	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:19:13"	   95	   98	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658905774320697344"	  

"658905435408330752"	   No	   NE	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:17:52"	   61	   39	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658905435408330752"	  

"658904142455377924"	   No	   NE	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:12:44"	   90	   82	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658904142455377924"	  

"658903948766638080"	   No	   NE	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:11:57"	   69	   68	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658903948766638080"	  

"658903165518090240"	   No	   NE	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:08:51"	   73	   56	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658903165518090240"	  

"658898753554927616"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  06:51:19"	   38	   47	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/658898753554927616"	  

"659808168856436736"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  19:05:00"	   184	   100	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659808168856436736"	  

"659805157216141313"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  18:53:02"	   114	   68	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659805157216141313"	  

"659801417901846528"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  18:38:11"	   158	   91	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659801417901846528"	  

"659798537316777984"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  18:26:44"	   160	   94	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659798537316777984"	  

"659783114093297664"	   Yes	   N/A	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:25:27"	   188	   279	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659783114093297664"	  

"659781991626240000"	   Yes	   N/A	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:20:59"	   298	   386	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659781991626240000"	  

"659781039921868800"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:17:12"	   388	   466	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659781039921868800"	  

"659778213086937088"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:05:58"	   58	   34	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659778213086937088"	  

"659751158068695040"	   Yes	   N/A	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  15:18:28"	   96	   68	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659751158068695040"	  

"659745771584135168"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  14:57:04"	   90	   82	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659745771584135168"	  

"659741154838249472"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  14:38:43"	   122	   76	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659741154838249472"	  

"659739667525451776"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  14:32:48"	   2545	   1151	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659739667525451776"	  

"659739648927887360"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  14:32:44"	   3387	   1819	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659739648927887360"	  

"659713003504410624"	   Yes	   PO	   Education	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  12:46:51"	   136	   86	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659713003504410624"	  

"659706479155499008"	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  12:20:56"	   312	   197	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659706479155499008"	  

"659686020481490944"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  10:59:38"	   128	   98	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659686020481490944"	  

"659664754378698752"	   Yes	   PO	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  09:35:08"	   164	   91	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659664754378698752"	  

"659622112840187904"	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  06:45:41"	   1452	   1460	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/659622112840187904"	  

"660517329189675009"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  18:02:57"	   648	   818	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660517329189675009"	  

"660498509318197248"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  16:48:10"	   263	   443	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660498509318197248"	  

"660482341400219648"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  15:43:56"	   1647	   1092	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660482341400219648"	  

"660482244142764032"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  15:43:32"	   1211	   830	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660482244142764032"	  

"660482112932311040"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  15:43:01"	   1097	   759	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660482112932311040"	  

"660481552690745344"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  15:40:47"	   1172	   839	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660481552690745344"	  

"660466604115935232"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  14:41:23"	   1472	   483	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660466604115935232"	  

"660466588282396672"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  14:41:20"	   1605	   664	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660466588282396672"	  

"660450065396404224"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  13:35:40"	   573	   383	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660450065396404224"	  
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"660443873580343296"	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  13:11:04"	   453	   305	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660443873580343296"	  

"660385565427277824"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  09:19:22"	   155	   92	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660385565427277824"	  

"660357479944069120"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  07:27:46"	   314	   117	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660357479944069120"	  

"660205397081522181"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  21:23:27"	   4860	   2574	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660205397081522181"	  

"660154322236387328"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  18:00:30"	   96	   83	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660154322236387328"	  

"660143253014970368"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  17:16:31"	   5290	   6743	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660143253014970368"	  

"660136960430841856"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  16:51:30"	   183	   138	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660136960430841856"	  

"660135790341681152"	   Yes	   PO	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  16:46:51"	   223	   224	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660135790341681152"	  

"660134682760192001"	   Yes	   PO	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  16:42:27"	   114	   121	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660134682760192001"	  

"660129887500529669"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  16:23:24"	   492	   368	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660129887500529669"	  

"660125586044624896"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  16:06:18"	   84	   80	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660125586044624896"	  

"660124140720947200"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  16:00:34"	   218	   190	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660124140720947200"	  

"660120408713113600"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  15:45:44"	   101	   109	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660120408713113600"	  

"660100843505520640"	   Yes	   N/A	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  14:27:59"	   133	   129	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660100843505520640"	  

"660081092125433857"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  13:09:30"	   262	   284	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660081092125433857"	  

"660079743476207616"	   Yes	   N/A	   Women	  Rights	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  13:04:09"	   110	   125	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660079743476207616"	  

"660074140347449344"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  12:41:53"	   269	   231	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660074140347449344"	  

"660072890079940609"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  12:36:55"	   167	   163	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660072890079940609"	  

"660070008991580161"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  12:25:28"	   92	   101	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660070008991580161"	  

"660058881112956928"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  11:41:15"	   339	   260	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660058881112956928"	  

"660040118493954048"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  10:26:41"	   196	   160	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660040118493954048"	  

"660032923765223424"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  09:58:06"	   219	   157	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660032923765223424"	  

"660024382228709376"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  09:24:10"	   255	   168	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660024382228709376"	  

"660018000016314368"	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  08:58:48"	   160	   144	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660018000016314368"	  

"660017773939159040"	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  08:57:54"	   124	   113	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660017773939159040"	  

"660017528211709953"	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  08:56:55"	   151	   172	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660017528211709953"	  

"660008355503677440"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  08:20:28"	   54	   40	  
"https://twitter.com/herkesicinCHP/status
es/660008355503677440"	  
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"658312748644900865"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐25	  13:02:21"	   2967	   1360	  
https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/658
312748644900865	  

"659829334199418884"	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  20:29:06"	   5610	   2123	  
"https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/65
9829334199418884"	  

"659807961242537984"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  19:04:11"	   2069	   805	  
"https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/65
9807961242537984"	  

"659715050081550336"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  12:54:59"	   2543	   1152	  
"https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/65
9715050081550336"	  

"659714768618586112"	   No	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  12:53:52"	   3386	   1818	  
"https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/65
9714768618586112"	  

"660556460477300736"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  20:38:27"	   1648	   1093	  
"https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/66
0556460477300736"	  

"660556449328795649"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  20:38:24"	   1212	   831	  
"https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/66
0556449328795649"	  

"660556425354215424"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  20:38:19"	   1099	   760	  
"https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/66
0556425354215424"	  

"660556380651286536"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  20:38:08"	   1175	   840	   "https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/66
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0556380651286536"	  

"660466423689576450"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  14:40:40"	   1472	   483	  
"https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/66
0466423689576450"	  

"660466306572025856"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  14:40:13"	   1606	   664	  
"https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/66
0466306572025856"	  

"660201220431327232"	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  21:06:51"	   4860	   2574	  
"https://twitter.com/kilicdarogluk/statuses/66
0201220431327232"	  

	  

user	  @hdpdemirtas	  
Tweet	  ID	   Media	   Negative/Positive	   Main	  Subject	   Tweet	  Time	   Likes	   ReTweets	   URL	  

"659460932960129024"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  20:05:13"	   4164	   3573	  
"https://twitter.com/hdpdemirtas/statuses/659
460932960129024"	  

"659452988688322560"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  19:33:39"	   5831	   5669	  
"https://twitter.com/hdpdemirtas/statuses/659
452988688322560"	  

"659391922478424069"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  15:30:59"	   4040	   2442	  
"https://twitter.com/hdpdemirtas/statuses/659
391922478424069"	  

"660534721072529409"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  19:12:04"	   3736	   1979	  
"https://twitter.com/hdpdemirtas/statuses/660
534721072529409"	  

"660518052723838976"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  18:05:50"	   5297	   2443	  
"https://twitter.com/hdpdemirtas/statuses/660
518052723838976"	  

"660517081503412225"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  18:01:58"	   9464	   5794	  
"https://twitter.com/hdpdemirtas/statuses/660
517081503412225"	  

"660473840506691584"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  15:10:09"	   6540	   4632	  
"https://twitter.com/hdpdemirtas/statuses/660
473840506691584"	  

"660159420563914752"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  18:20:45"	   16789	   9271	  
"https://twitter.com/hdpdemirtas/statuses/660
159420563914752"	  

"660158100415119361"	   No	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  18:15:30"	   15754	   11211	  
"https://twitter.com/hdpdemirtas/statuses/660
158100415119361"	  

"660122968975130624"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  15:55:54"	   2744	   1473	  
"https://twitter.com/hdpdemirtas/statuses/660
122968975130624"	  

	  

user	  @hdpgenelmerkezi	  
Tweet	  ID	   Media	   Negative/Positive	   Main	  Subject	   Tweet	  Time	   Likes	   ReTweets	   URL	  

"658373606322413568"	   Yes	   NE	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  20:04	   1005	   915	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658373606322413568	  

"658367808871530497"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  19:41	   3	   0	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658367808871530497	  

"658367487508160512"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  19:40	   3	   0	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658367487508160512	  

"658367180006887426"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  19:39	   2	   0	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658367180006887426	  

"658366567059693568"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  19:36	   2	   0	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658366567059693568	  

"658359044139294721"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  19:06	   3	   0	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658359044139294721	  

"658358276745265153"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  19:03	   4	   0	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658358276745265153	  

"658357820115570688"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  19:01	   339	   179	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658357820115570688	  

"658357764855590915"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  19:01	   2	   0	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658357764855590915	  

"658327465501306881"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  17:01	   160	   136	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658327465501306881	  

"658282689221545984"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  14:03	   308	   288	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658282689221545984	  

"658272904342315008"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  13:24	   561	   764	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658272904342315008	  

"658255167054336000"	   Yes	   NE	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  12:13	   111	   137	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658255167054336000	  

"658250144152965121"	   Yes	   NE	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  11:53	   218	   241	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658250144152965121	  

"658197138967392260"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   2015-‐10-‐25	  08:23	   271	   286	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658197138967392260	  

"658170236903018496"	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   2015-‐10-‐25	  06:36	   408	   194	  
https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658170236903018496	  

"658707018484682757"	   Yes	   N/A	   Women	  Rights	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  18:09:26"	   177	   103	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658707018484682757"	  

"658697234289180672"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  17:30:33"	   119	   71	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658697234289180672"	  

"658684318060040192"	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  16:39:13"	   340	   284	   "https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
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es/658684318060040192"	  

"658663628086841344"	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  15:17:00"	   241	   241	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658663628086841344"	  

"658635998012833792"	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  13:27:13"	   248	   115	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658635998012833792"	  

"658621660942069762"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  12:30:15"	   188	   132	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658621660942069762"	  

"658611503063527424"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  11:49:53"	   126	   93	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658611503063527424"	  

"658593587366641664"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  10:38:41"	   211	   154	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658593587366641664"	  

"658566989590503424"	   Yes	   NE	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  08:53:00"	   173	   104	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658566989590503424"	  

"658563774715183104"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  08:40:14"	   3	   0	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658563774715183104"	  

"658562211741347841"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  08:34:01"	   2	   0	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658562211741347841"	  

"658561913136259073"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  08:32:50"	   1	   0	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658561913136259073"	  

"658561600622886912"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  08:31:35"	   3	   0	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658561600622886912"	  

"658561358565384192"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  08:30:38"	   1	   0	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658561358565384192"	  

"658518319134330880"	   Yes	   PO	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐26	  05:39:36"	   317	   166	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658518319134330880"	  

"659423091110629376"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  17:34:51"	   130	   174	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659423091110629376"	  

"659422505728212992"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  17:32:31"	   172	   138	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659422505728212992"	  

"659407956350509056"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  16:34:42"	   270	   218	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659407956350509056"	  

"659396173946626048"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  15:47:53"	   162	   236	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659396173946626048"	  

"659387672482463744"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  15:14:06"	   212	   249	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659387672482463744"	  

"659380210932932609"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  14:44:27"	   310	   300	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659380210932932609"	  

"659341983610216452"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  12:12:33"	   970	   805	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659341983610216452"	  

"659296947417784320"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  09:13:36"	   717	   656	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659296947417784320"	  

"659243856702087168"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  05:42:38"	   248	   109	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659243856702087168"	  

"659055787512340480"	   Yes	   N/A	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  17:15:19"	   261	   231	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659055787512340480"	  

"659000459559092224"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  13:35:27"	   568	   353	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659000459559092224"	  

"658988956944617472"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  12:49:45"	   4	   1	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658988956944617472"	  

"658974241942056961"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  11:51:17"	   162	   106	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658974241942056961"	  

"658961395912978432"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  11:00:14"	   182	   172	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658961395912978432"	  

"658947108309872640"	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  10:03:27"	   420	   495	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658947108309872640"	  

"658888183606870016"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  06:09:19"	   432	   270	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/658888183606870016"	  

"659774627812655106"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  16:51:43"	   712	   510	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659774627812655106"	  

"659762375298543616"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  16:03:02"	   374	   270	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659762375298543616"	  

"659700614167961600"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  11:57:37"	   246	   128	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659700614167961600"	  

"659684283444043777"	   No	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  10:52:44"	   359	   257	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659684283444043777"	  

"659610447574917120"	   Yes	   PO	   Democracy	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  05:59:20"	   2400	   1948	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659610447574917120"	  

"660534973087223808"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  19:13:04"	   2894	   1381	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660534973087223808"	  

"660532491003035649"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  19:03:12"	   1352	   643	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660532491003035649"	  

"660531936595566592"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  19:01:00"	   310	   147	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660531936595566592"	  

"660517231181328384"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  18:02:34"	   9464	   5794	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660517231181328384"	  
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"660507547950931968"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  17:24:05"	   721	   568	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660507547950931968"	  

"660481786464436225"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  15:41:43"	   138	   101	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660481786464436225"	  

"660453860293541888"	   Yes	   PO	   Economy	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  13:50:45"	   359	   193	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660453860293541888"	  

"660405442288312320"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  10:38:21"	   337	   218	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660405442288312320"	  

"660365837409189888"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  08:00:59"	   213	   201	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660365837409189888"	  

"660145293984313344"	   Yes	   NE	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  17:24:37"	   1263	   1085	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660145293984313344"	  

"660119021992280064"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  15:40:13"	   252	   211	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660119021992280064"	  

"660093373877981185"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  13:58:18"	   513	   401	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660093373877981185"	  

"660061914102280193"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  11:53:18"	   364	   136	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660061914102280193"	  

"660040922231521280"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  10:29:53"	   243	   181	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660040922231521280"	  

"660019342134935552"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  09:04:08"	   133	   132	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/660019342134935552"	  

"659998557555073024"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  07:41:32"	   329	   344	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659998557555073024"	  

"659973311405891584"	   Yes	   PO	   Public	  Peace	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  06:01:13"	   255	   136	  
"https://twitter.com/HDPgenelmerkezi/status
es/659973311405891584"	  

	   	   	   	   	   	   	   	  	  

user	  @mhpbilgi	  
Tweet	  ID	   Media	   Negative/Positive	   Main	  Subject	   Tweet	  Time	   Likes	   ReTweets	   URL	  

658717675963686912'	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  18:51	   144	   105	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
717675963686912	  

658691408266698753'	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  17:07	   78	   76	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
691408266698753	  

658686218910244864'	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  16:46	   112	   65	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
686218910244864	  

658652451445350400'	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  14:32	   180	   140	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
652451445350400	  

658635506708815872'	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  13:25	   87	   74	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
635506708815872	  

658635068743774208'	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  13:23	   393	   487	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
635068743774208	  

658633838399242240'	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐26	  13:18	   320	   363	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
633838399242240	  

658586623869849600'	   Yes	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐26	  10:11	   33	   27	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
586623869849600	  

658574403228315649'	   Yes	   PO	   Economy	   2015-‐10-‐26	  09:22	   146	   128	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
574403228315649	  

658556929309044736'	   Yes	   PO	   Education	   2015-‐10-‐26	  08:13	   227	   175	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
556929309044736	  

658362726830481408'	   Yes	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐25	  19:21	   78	   84	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
362726830481408	  

658356948140736513'	   Yes	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐25	  18:58	   112	   106	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
356948140736513	  

658346611207196672'	   Yes	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐25	  18:17	   80	   74	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
346611207196672	  

658293864814526464'	   Yes	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   2015-‐10-‐25	  14:47	   180	   148	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
293864814526464	  

658275553582194688'	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   2015-‐10-‐25	  13:34	   298	   188	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
275553582194688	  

658264272389185537'	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  12:50	   75	   70	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
264272389185537	  

658246121228234752'	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  11:37	   324	   257	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
246121228234752	  

658243342669619200'	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   2015-‐10-‐25	  11:26	   69	   44	  
https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/658
243342669619200	  

"659510898898444289"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  23:23:46"	   100	   42	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9510898898444289"	  

"659492368102617088"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  22:10:07"	   114	   91	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9492368102617088"	  

"659477410044379136"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  21:10:41"	   137	   110	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9477410044379136"	  
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"659442534792503298"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  18:52:06"	   448	   210	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9442534792503298"	  

"659422969056374784"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  17:34:21"	   109	   74	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9422969056374784"	  

"659412445014982656"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  16:52:32"	   104	   47	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9412445014982656"	  

"659406056494338049"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  16:27:09"	   191	   120	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9406056494338049"	  

"659401400653336577"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  16:08:39"	   254	   212	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9401400653336577"	  

"659387613510529024"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  15:13:52"	   151	   121	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9387613510529024"	  

"659379516180156416"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  14:41:41"	   164	   178	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9379516180156416"	  

"659371737558163460"	   No	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  14:10:47"	   111	   114	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9371737558163460"	  

"659368324023918592"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  13:57:13"	   126	   118	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9368324023918592"	  

"659357026124984320"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  13:12:19"	   198	   189	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9357026124984320"	  

"659341561659002880"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  12:10:52"	   53	   56	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9341561659002880"	  

"659334470928089090"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  11:42:42"	   203	   169	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9334470928089090"	  

"659327891172388864"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  11:16:33"	   204	   191	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9327891172388864"	  

"659323925315362816"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  11:00:48"	   82	   62	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9323925315362816"	  

"659281850494533632"	   Yes	   NE	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐28	  08:13:36"	   73	   90	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9281850494533632"	  

"659079104369676288"	   Yes	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  18:47:58"	   194	   158	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9079104369676288"	  

"659056136323207169"	   Yes	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  17:16:42"	   133	   106	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9056136323207169"	  

"659050371743162369"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  16:53:47"	   155	   189	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9050371743162369"	  

"659045430207057920"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  16:34:09"	   455	   283	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9045430207057920"	  

"659028804854247424"	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  15:28:05"	   130	   128	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9028804854247424"	  

"659004999591153665"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  13:53:30"	   223	   207	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9004999591153665"	  

"658969065101377536"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  11:30:42"	   182	   181	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
8969065101377536"	  

"658934124854583296"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  09:11:52"	   145	   251	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
8934124854583296"	  

"658930038436417536"	   Yes	   NE	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  08:55:38"	   83	   79	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
8930038436417536"	  

"658905679613308929"	   Yes	   NE	   Women	  Rights	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  07:18:50"	   132	   109	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
8905679613308929"	  

"658878437990506496"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐27	  05:30:35"	   144	   98	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
8878437990506496"	  

"659810747854299137"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  19:15:15"	   65	   47	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9810747854299137"	  

"659786186123292673"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:37:39"	   2195	   1427	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9786186123292673"	  

"659786106142138369"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:37:20"	   1285	   893	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9786106142138369"	  

"659786058742243329"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:37:09"	   1214	   892	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9786058742243329"	  

"659786023031988225"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:37:00"	   1104	   824	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9786023031988225"	  

"659785861815508996"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:36:22"	   1307	   1062	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9785861815508996"	  

"659785713681104896"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:35:47"	   1321	   1061	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9785713681104896"	  

"659785659029286913"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:35:33"	   1111	   852	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9785659029286913"	  

"659785593648492544"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:35:18"	   1104	   808	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9785593648492544"	  

"659785372587663360"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:34:25"	   1071	   794	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9785372587663360"	  

"659785189699297280"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:33:42"	   1267	   1057	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9785189699297280"	  

"659784841999876096"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:32:19"	   1017	   778	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9784841999876096"	  
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"659784688815480832"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:31:42"	   969	   721	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9784688815480832"	  

"659784617394872320"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:31:25"	   1039	   743	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9784617394872320"	  

"659784531843633152"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:31:05"	   1039	   790	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9784531843633152"	  

"659784409877491713"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:30:36"	   1599	   1506	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9784409877491713"	  

"659784351039795200"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:30:22"	   1095	   852	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9784351039795200"	  

"659784266142887936"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:30:01"	   1114	   981	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9784266142887936"	  

"659784248644227072"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:29:57"	   985	   777	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9784248644227072"	  

"659784135372890112"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:29:30"	   988	   752	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9784135372890112"	  

"659784058176712704"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:29:12"	   1015	   788	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9784058176712704"	  

"659784045098868736"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:29:09"	   974	   743	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9784045098868736"	  

"659783909627076608"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:28:36"	   945	   700	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9783909627076608"	  

"659783811606138880"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:28:13"	   994	   754	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9783811606138880"	  

"659783741116710912"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:27:56"	   1093	   869	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9783741116710912"	  

"659783724075208709"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:27:52"	   1016	   771	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9783724075208709"	  

"659783695566569472"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:27:45"	   1193	   857	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9783695566569472"	  

"659783681419182082"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:27:42"	   983	   727	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9783681419182082"	  

"659783670065156096"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:27:39"	   1296	   1051	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9783670065156096"	  

"659783662255362049"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:27:37"	   1074	   771	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9783662255362049"	  

"659783644043730944"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:27:33"	   1175	   850	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9783644043730944"	  

"659783631909601280"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:27:30"	   1499	   1090	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9783631909601280"	  

"659783626700283904"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:27:29"	   1321	   859	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9783626700283904"	  

"659743606710935552"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  14:48:27"	   314	   242	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9743606710935552"	  

"659669287829946368"	   Yes	   N/A	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  09:53:08"	   177	   179	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9669287829946368"	  

"659646372199682048"	   No	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  08:22:05"	   388	   338	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/65
9646372199682048"	  

"660598998580002816"	   Yes	   NE	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  23:27:29"	   503	   564	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0598998580002816"	  

"660583663860600832"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  22:26:33"	   623	   583	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0583663860600832"	  

"660541911774679040"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  19:40:38"	   365	   507	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0541911774679040"	  

"660523030561595392"	   Yes	   N/A	   n/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  18:25:37"	   475	   672	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0523030561595392"	  

"660518820583485440"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  18:08:53"	   375	   391	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0518820583485440"	  

"660512239544344576"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  17:42:44"	   332	   562	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0512239544344576"	  

"660493921722740740"	   Yes	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  16:29:56"	   552	   770	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0493921722740740"	  

"660466816339353600"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  14:42:14"	   111	   173	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0466816339353600"	  

"660464726812590080"	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  14:33:56"	   170	   203	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0464726812590080"	  

"660458187271852033"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  14:07:57"	   324	   159	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0458187271852033"	  

"660443753556156418"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  13:10:35"	   169	   220	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0443753556156418"	  

"660434442100543488"	   Yes	   N/A	   War	  Against	  Terror	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  12:33:35"	   342	   338	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0434442100543488"	  

"660418716212011008"	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  11:31:06"	   340	   256	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0418716212011008"	  

"660413148458057728"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐31	  11:08:59"	   340	   272	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0413148458057728"	  
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"660146655392591873"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  17:30:02"	   153	   301	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0146655392591873"	  

"660135375218810880"	   Yes	   N/A	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  16:45:12"	   71	   168	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0135375218810880"	  

"660005498754871296"	   Yes	   PO	   Greetings	   "2015-‐10-‐30	  08:09:07"	   339	   191	  
"https://twitter.com/MHP_Bilgi/statuses/66
0005498754871296"	  

	  

user	  @dbdevletbahceli	  
Tweet	  ID	   Media	   Negative/Positive	   Main	  Subject	   Tweet	  Time	   Likes	   ReTweets	   URL	  

"659786131748319232"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:37:26"	   2175	   1416	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9786131748319232"	  

"659786083262156801"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:37:15"	   1274	   886	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9786083262156801"	  

"659786034289471489"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:37:03"	   1203	   885	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9786034289471489"	  

"659785987787251712"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:36:52"	   1091	   815	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9785987787251712"	  

"659785830416949249"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:36:14"	   1295	   1053	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9785830416949249"	  

"659785690704691201"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:35:41"	   1312	   1053	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9785690704691201"	  

"659785632055693312"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:35:27"	   1102	   846	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9785632055693312"	  

"659785560450596864"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:35:10"	   1096	   802	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9785560450596864"	  

"659785334583123968"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:34:16"	   1063	   788	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9785334583123968"	  

"659785163065401344"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:33:35"	   1259	   1047	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9785163065401344"	  

"659784819262517248"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:32:13"	   1010	   773	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9784819262517248"	  

"659784667676192768"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:31:37"	   961	   716	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9784667676192768"	  

"659784574109663233"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:31:15"	   1032	   736	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9784574109663233"	  

"659784493914566656"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:30:56"	   1032	   784	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9784493914566656"	  

"659784382782271488"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:30:29"	   1589	   1498	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9784382782271488"	  

"659784319964225537"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:30:14"	   1088	   845	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9784319964225537"	  

"659784246828101632"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:29:57"	   1107	   974	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9784246828101632"	  

"659784168482697216"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:29:38"	   978	   771	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9784168482697216"	  

"659784105203232772"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:29:23"	   981	   747	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9784105203232772"	  

"659784029143769088"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:29:05"	   1008	   782	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9784029143769088"	  

"659783956569694208"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:28:48"	   968	   738	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9783956569694208"	  

"659783859723223040"	   No	   PO	   N/A	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:28:25"	   938	   695	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9783859723223040"	  

"659783769151447041"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:28:03"	   988	   750	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9783769151447041"	  

"659783685932232704"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:27:43"	   1086	   864	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9783685932232704"	  

"659783593200369664"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:27:21"	   1010	   768	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9783593200369664"	  

"659783466935066625"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:26:51"	   1186	   853	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9783466935066625"	  

"659783368117211136"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:26:27"	   977	   724	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9783368117211136"	  

"659783287414632450"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:26:08"	   1288	   1046	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9783287414632450"	  

"659783212248522752"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:25:50"	   1069	   768	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9783212248522752"	  

"659783142589521920"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:25:34"	   1170	   846	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9783142589521920"	  

"659783059294810112"	   No	   PO	   Youth	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:25:14"	   1491	   1084	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9783059294810112"	  

"659782915254034432"	   No	   PO	   	  	   "2015-‐10-‐29	  17:24:39"	   1314	   854	  
"https://twitter.com/dbdevletbahceli/statuses/65
9782915254034432"	  
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APPENDIX II. 

comScore October 2015 Multi-Country Key Measures report for countries which are reported, 
listed according to total unique visitors numbers in the country over age of 18, using personal 
computers for more than 30 minutes and less then 360 hours within the reported month, with 
unduplicated biometrical patterns showing Turkey on the 10th place.  Source: 
mymetrix.comscore.com.  

 

Universe : Home and 
Time Period : October 2015
Target : Persons: 18+

Multi-Country Key Measures Media : Total Internet
©2015 comScore, Inc

Total Unique 
Visitors  ↓

Population 
Reach %

Total Minutes 
(000)

Total Pages 
Viewed (000)

1     China 474 226 510 33,83% 589 344 092 938 396 166
2     United States 190 102 679 58,47% 396 355 282 552 166 587
3     India 78 906 603 6,15% 54 183 619 72 640 783
4     Russian Federation 67 012 672 47,04% 124 389 892 239 418 616
5     Brazil 61 196 817 30,29% 109 709 628 139 167 977
6     Japan 58 855 469 46,34% 105 412 390 195 578 397
7     Germany 48 843 285 59,09% 91 866 365 157 890 746
8     United Kingdom 38 082 065 59,98% 83 633 423 127 003 924
9     France 34 838 759 53,90% 68 617 906 115 742 891

10     Turkey 26 771 414 35,30% 58 513 297 93 349 456
11     Italy 25 642 059 41,99% 51 654 360 85 395 774
12     Mexico 24 298 758 19,63% 21 177 621 25 091 810
13     Canada 22 623 840 63,68% 51 934 759 72 599 284
14     Indonesia 20 606 231 8,15% 23 487 378 30 616 265
15     Spain 20 251 453 43,03% 33 550 757 49 846 081
16     Poland 19 562 928 51,18% 21 395 987 33 540 402
17     Argentina 17 640 880 42,20% 21 841 999 23 545 106
18     Vietnam 17 265 802 18,66% 18 874 727 26 006 594
19     Australia 15 222 050 64,42% 23 921 544 29 521 870
20     Thailand 12 272 880 18,26% 15 201 843 17 509 638
21     Colombia 12 202 648 24,94% 16 707 282 21 704 834
22     Netherlands 11 930 301 71,00% 27 931 448 44 620 264
23     Venezuela 11 474 620 37,19% 10 217 123 12 283 298
24     Taiwan 11 287 941 48,11% 21 103 423 31 509 857
25     Philippines 10 995 190 10,98% 7 927 266 7 809 016
26     Malaysia 10 756 447 35,63% 15 328 842 19 437 789
27     South Africa 7 827 489 14,73%
28     Chile 6 788 469 38,20% 5 933 864 7 261 373
29     Peru 6 753 646 21,95% 6 600 216 7 598 456
30     Sweden 6 445 338 66,92% 6 101 694 9 873 100
31     Belgium 6 424 319 57,65% 5 779 052 8 535 443
32     Switzerland 5 214 608 63,92% 3 456 416 5 481 823
33     Portugal 5 165 958 48,69% 4 538 256 6 668 875
34     Austria 5 092 691 59,73% 3 829 158 5 932 009
35     Hong Kong 4 252 083 58,57% 6 989 031 9 877 506
36     Israel 4 128 514 52,78%
37     Denmark 3 830 536 67,92% 3 956 916 6 262 106
38     Singapore 3 538 887 64,14% 5 587 376 7 391 471
39     Finland 3 506 498 64,42% 4 909 606 7 238 235
40     Norway 3 400 498 66,78% 3 796 121 5 532 452
41     New Zealand 2 873 105 63,13% 4 421 565 6 181 584
42     Ireland 2 795 069 59,76% 2 523 242 3 434 740
43     Puerto Rico 1 668 866 45,31% 1 056 686 1 468 935

Universe
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APPENDIX III. 

comScore October 2015 Multi-Country Key Measures report for countries which are reported, 
listed according to total unique visitor numbers of Twitter.com over age of 18, using personal 
computers for more than 30 minutes and less then 360 hours within the reported month, with 
unduplicated biometrical patterns showing Turkey on the 4th place.  Source: 
mymetrix.comscore.com.  

 

 

Universe : Home and 
Time Period : October 2015
Target : Persons: 18+

Multi-Country Key Measures Media : Twitter.com
©2015 comScore, Inc

Total Unique 
Visitors  Twitter  ↓

Online Reach 
% Twitter

1     United States 32 741 881 17,22%
2     Japan 18 197 662 30,92%
3     United Kingdom 8 486 209 22,28%
4     Turkey 7 660 325 28,61%
5     Brazil 5 297 869 8,66%
6     Canada 5 221 444 23,08%
7     Germany 5 030 813 10,30%
8     Spain 4 825 106 23,83%
9     France 4 643 411 13,33%

10     Netherlands 3 085 312 25,86%
11     Indonesia 2 685 288 13,03%
12     Italy 2 670 466 10,41%
13     Argentina 2 614 484 14,82%
14     India 2 609 885 3,31%
15     Venezuela 1 862 218 16,23%
16     Mexico 1 749 646 7,20%
17     Colombia 1 272 181 10,43%
18     Malaysia 1 048 265 9,75%
19     Poland 872 075 4,46%
20     Thailand 788 775 6,43%
21     Taiwan 560 669 4,97%
22     Peru 480 393 7,11%
23     Chile 477 205 7,03%
24     Belgium 469 289 7,31%
25     South Africa 429 716 5,49%
26     Sweden 415 786 6,45%
27     Singapore 367 755 10,39%
28     Ireland 351 036 12,56%
29     Finland 325 039 9,27%
30     Russian Federation 296 085 4,42%
31     New Zealand 268 218 9,34%
32     Portugal 223 196 4,32%
33     Hong Kong 210 395 4,95%
34     Norway 208 983 6,15%
35     Denmark 195 651 5,11%
36     Austria 175 407 3,44%
37     Israel 167 726 4,06%
38     Australia 163 214 10,72%
39     Philippines 104 527 9,51%
40     Vietnam 75 036 0,44%
41     China 59 357 0,01%
42     Switzerland 24 879 4,77%
43     Puerto Rico 8 576 5,14%

Universe
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Appendix IV. 

comScore October 2015 Multi-Country Key Measures report for countries which are reported, 
listed according to online populations % reach of Twitter.com over age of 18, using personal 
computers for more than 30 minutes and less then 360 hours within the reported month, with 
unduplicated biometrical patterns showing Turkey on the 2nd place.  Source: 
mymetrix.comscore.com.  

  

 

Universe : Home and 
Time Period : October 2015
Target : Persons: 18+

Multi-Country Key Measures Media : Total Internet
©2015 comScore, Inc

Total Unique 
Visitors Total 

Internet

Total Unique 
Visitors Twitter

Online Reach 
%  Twitter  ↓

1     Japan 58 855 469 18 197 662 30,92%
2     Turkey 26 771 414 7 660 325 28,61%
3     Netherlands 11 930 301 3 085 312 25,86%
4     Spain 20 251 453 4 825 106 23,83%
5     Canada 22 623 840 5 221 444 23,08%
6     United Kingdom 38 082 065 8 486 209 22,28%
7     United States 190 102 679 32 741 881 17,22%
8     Venezuela 11 474 620 1 862 218 16,23%
9     Argentina 17 640 880 2 614 484 14,82%

10     France 34 838 759 4 643 411 13,33%
11     Indonesia 20 606 231 2 685 288 13,03%
12     Ireland 2 795 069 351 036 12,56%
13     Australia 15 222 050 163 214 10,72%
14     Colombia 12 202 648 1 272 181 10,43%
15     Italy 25 642 059 2 670 466 10,41%
16     Singapore 3 538 887 367 755 10,39%
17     Germany 48 843 285 5 030 813 10,30%
18     Malaysia 10 756 447 1 048 265 9,75%
19     Philippines 10 995 190 104 527 9,51%
20     New Zealand 2 873 105 268 218 9,34%
21     Finland 3 506 498 325 039 9,27%
22     Brazil 61 196 817 5 297 869 8,66%
23     Belgium 6 424 319 469 289 7,31%
24     Mexico 24 298 758 1 749 646 7,20%
25     Peru 6 753 646 480 393 7,11%
26     Chile 6 788 469 477 205 7,03%
27     Sweden 6 445 338 415 786 6,45%
28     Thailand 12 272 880 788 775 6,43%
29     Norway 3 400 498 208 983 6,15%
30     South Africa 7 827 489 429 716 5,49%
31     Puerto Rico 1 668 866 8 576 5,14%
32     Denmark 3 830 536 195 651 5,11%
33     Taiwan 11 287 941 560 669 4,97%
34     Hong Kong 4 252 083 210 395 4,95%
35     Switzerland 5 214 608 24 879 4,77%
36     Poland 19 562 928 872 075 4,46%
37     Russian Federation 67 012 672 296 085 4,42%
38     Portugal 5 165 958 223 196 4,32%
39     Israel 4 128 514 167 726 4,06%
40     Austria 5 092 691 175 407 3,44%
41     India 78 906 603 2 609 885 3,31%
42     Vietnam 17 265 802 75 036 0,44%
43     China 474 226 510 59 357 0,01%

Universe
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Appendix V. 

comScore October 2015 Key Measures report for web domains which are reported, listed 
according to total unique visitors of Twitter.com over age of 18, using personal computers for 
more than 30 minutes and less then 360 hours within the reported month, with unduplicated 
biometrical patterns showing Twitter.com on the 13th place.  Source: 
mymetrix.comscore.com.  

 

Turkey
Home and Work
October 2015

Key Measures Persons: 18+
©2015 comScore, Inc Web Domains 

[Undup.]
Media Total Unique 

Visitors (000) % Reach Total Minutes 
(MM)

Total Pages 
Viewed (MM)

    Total Internet:  Persons: 18+ 26 771 100,0 58 513 93 349
    GOOGLE.COM.TR 25 443 95,0 2 542 5 362
    FACEBOOK.COM 23 976 89,6 15 349 21 681
    YOUTUBE.COM 20 687 77,3 6 877 4 719
    GOOGLE.COM 19 979 74,6 893 1 303
    YANDEX.COM.TR 13 433 50,2 315 685
    LIVE.COM 11 582 43,3 1 086 532
    MILLIYET.COM.TR 10 698 40,0 1 067 1 489
    MYNET.COM 10 058 37,6 644 793
    SAHIBINDEN.COM 9 982 37,3 953 1 954
    WIKIPEDIA.ORG 9 294 34,7 60 66
    HURRIYET.COM.TR 8 231 30,7 396 528
    MSN.COM 7 708 28,8 185 254
    TWITTER.COM 7 660 28,6 304 270
    MICROSOFT.COM 7 175 26,8 22 32
    DONANIMHABER.COM 7 044 26,3 53 64
    YANDEX.RU 6 696 25,0 119 598
    HEPSIBURADA.COM 6 677 24,9 114 211
    N11.COM 6 246 23,3 90 185
    MEB.GOV.TR 6 088 22,7 224 558
    TURKIYE.GOV.TR 6 061 22,6 88 229
    IZLESENE.COM 6 014 22,5 114 85
    INSTAGRAM.COM 5 935 22,2 89 76
    SABAH.COM.TR 5 559 20,8 155 184
    HABERLER.COM 5 505 20,6 266 387
    DAILYMOTION.COM 5 312 19,8 50 34
    GITTIGIDIYOR.COM 5 264 19,7 69 116
    EKSISOZLUK.COM 5 032 18,8 133 177
    PORNTRIPLETS.COM 4 703 17,6 24 208
    HABERTURK.COM 4 678 17,5 148 167
    TAMINDIR.COM 4 607 17,2 17 17
    SOZCU.COM.TR 4 604 17,2 233 231
    YOUTUBE-MP3.ORG 4 525 16,9 18 17
    BING.COM 4 518 16,9 23 61
    TRENDYOL.COM 4 116 15,4 78 84
    OYUNSKOR.COM 3 823 14,3 102 126
    GARANTI.COM.TR 3 691 13,8 76 108
    ULUDAGSOZLUK.COM 3 687 13,8 11 19
    ONEDIO.COM 3 682 13,8 101 67
    WORDPRESS.COM 3 570 13,3 10 11
    BLOGCU.COM 3 399 12,7 12 21
    LIGTV.COM.TR 3 365 12,6 45 70
    YENISAFAK.COM 3 340 12,5 19 21
    MEMURLAR.NET 3 301 12,3 43 58
    ALIEXPRESS.COM 3 286 12,3 49 84
    PRWIDGETS.COM 3 207 12,0 25 91

Target :
Media :

Geography :
Universe :
Time Period :


